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The Hydrology of the Valley of the Kings, Egypt.
Stephen W. Cross
The Valley of the Kings in Upper Egypt (22°
45'N, 25°36' E) (Hereafter the Valley) is a World
Heritage site visited by millions of people every
year. It was the chosen burial site for the kings
of three Egyptian Dynasties, 18th 19th and
20th, and was therefore a royal cemetery for
nearly 500 years. The geology of the site has
been examined many times.1 However, the
hydrology of the Valley during a flash flood
has only been examined twice.2 This paper is
based on a visual survey carried out in
February 2006 and examines the surface water
hydrology during a flash flood in some detail
and its consequences for the stratigraphy of
the site.
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The entrance to KV55

and is 120 metres thick. The limestone rests
conformably on top of 60 metres of Esna shale.3
Although the contact is comformable, it is not
clear cut. The alternating layers of shale and
marly limestone indicate repeated changes of
sea level from shallow lagoonal to marine
facies. The shale is extremely thinly bedded
and friable. It has the consistency of dry
newspaper and crumbles readily in the hand.
The shale is a poor foundation for the
limestone above. It expands on wetting up to
12% under pressure.4
The limestone is studded with many layers
of silicacious nodules. These represent
repeated changes in sea levels concomitant
with the collision of the Pan-African Shield
with the European plate. It is thought that the
warm open marine facies of the limestone

Stratigraphy
The Valley was mostly cut into Member 1,
called the Hamidat Member, of the Serai
Formation of the Theban Series of limestones
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Map of the Central area showing workmen’s hut foundations and the estimated location of
a possible KV64.
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deposition alternated
in Fig. 2. If the ITCZ
moves south then the
with shallow lagoonal
deposition of the
path of these lows also
silicaceous sediments
migrate to the south. If
that produced the flint
such a low moves beyond
nodules
under
Upper Egypt to the south
diagenesis. The nodules
then Upper Egypt will be
exhibit curious discoid
at t he top of t he
surface features. Fig 1.
anticlockwise circulation
These features are not
and will exper ience
spheroidal weathering as
easterly winds. Note the
they are observed on
southern position of the
nodules
freshly
L ow 10 0 8 m b ’s , D ,
weathered out of the
autumn, in Fig. 2.
bedrock. The method of
Easterly winds drive a
t h e i r fo r m a t i o n i s
moist Air Mass off the
unclear. One possible
Red Sea westwards and
method is that because
by orog raphic uplif t
flint nodules commonly
cause rainfall on the
for m at t he site of
Eastern Mountains and
b i ot u r b a t i o n , o f te n
f lash f loods in their
circular burrows, these
wadis. The Air Mass is
discoid
features
now dry and stable as it
represent such burrows The entrance of KV63 showing the flood layer continues west until it
p r e s e r v a t i o n . T h e (outlined in white).
meets a new source of
present writer welcomes comments.
water, the Nile. At the time of year under
discussion and this occurs in
The 19th and 20th Century excavators did
October/November, the Nile would have been
not prosecute their operations in the current
still in full inundation in ancient times. By
methodical manner and the stratigraphy of
intense evaporation and convection, the Air
most of the site has been irretrievably
Mass, now unstable, forms cumulonimbus
destroyed. The modern student of the Valley
clouds, which are blown to the west of the Nile
is left with vague statements and inferences
and towards the Valley of the Kings.
with which to unravel the ancient stratigraphy.
Cumulonimbus clouds are thunderstorm
Climatology
clouds and cause torrential rainfall in their
Here it would be appropriate to explain
path.7 One cloud can contain half a million
briefly the cause of flash floods in Upper Egypt.
tons of water and this is dropped typically in
For most of the year Egypt’s airflow consists
only the 20 minutes of the mature stage of the
of northerly winds. These north winds are due
cloud. Historical records of the floods that
to a huge Monsoonal Low centred over
have hit the Valley are: - 1799, 1818, 1820’s,
Northern India. As circulation round a low is
1883, 1898, 1905, 1910, 1914, 1915, October 1916,
anticlockwise in the Northern Hemisphere
October 1917, October 1918, 1979, October 1994,
and Egypt is to the West of India, by the time
October 2001 and 21st January 2008. 8 No
these winds reach Egypt they are constant
matter how one manipulates these dates no
northerlies. However, spring and particularly
specific predictable frequency can by formed.
autumn are times of climate change in Egypt.
Carter estimated every 10 years and Weeks
Climate change is due to the southern
every 20 to 30 years. 9 The present writer
migration of the Inter Tropical Convergence
discussed the possibility of predicting this
Zone (ITCZ).5 The vagaries of the ITCZ are
phenomenon with International
outside the scope of this paper, but this causes
Climatologists at the UK Met Office in 2002
the path of Mediterranean lows to move south
but the consensus was that because it is such
also. Fig 2 shows the progression of these lows.6
a localised event it would impossible to predict
Under normal conditions the lows travel east
with accuracy, although October and
across the Mediterranean Sea itself. A and B
November are the high risk months. The last
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Although not irrelevant, the catchment areas
above this level do not enter into the stream
flow regime within the wadi. The basal contour
map is taken from the Survey of Egypt, 1898,11
as being the closest topography to that
appertaining in ancient times before the great
20th century excavators moved tons of material
round the Valley and before the construction
of the modern pathways. It must also be
remembered that at the end of the 18th
Dynasty the huge mounds of excavation
chippings from the later Ramesside tombs
would not be present and the side gullies
would be steep bare rock.

two floods gave a periodicy of only 7 years and
it must be admitted that, although ostensibly
an arid region, the Valley is under risk of
flooding at any time.
There is one exception to the aridity rule of
the area, Lake Nasser. Since the formation of
this lake after the building of the Aswan High
Dam in 1969, intense evaporation of the lake
waters is causing the local climate to change.
Fair weather cumulous form most days and
occasionally a gentle rain falls. This occurs
with a frequency of approximately every 4
years,10 but Aswan is 200 km south of Luxor
and this does not as yet significantly affect
Luxor’s weather. This climate change is
however a direct threat to the monuments at
Aswan. Granite weathers readily
in wet climates, the feldspars
r ot t i n g f i r s t , a n d u n l e s s
protected in t he future
monuments such as the
unfinished obelisk with vanish
forever.

From the diagram it can be seen that during
a flash flood there will be 7 streams active in

Re c o m m e n d a t i o n ; T h e
Egyptian Met Office monitor the
path of the ITCZ and the
southern migration of
Mediterranean Lows and warn
the Supreme Council of
Antiquities of the threat of flash
flooding to Middle Egypt.
Hydrology
The amazing preservative
power of the Valley due to
extreme aridity is seen as one Flint nodule exhibiting curious discoid surface features. Nodule
enters the Wadi. Fig 3. As the last 21cms long.
time the Valley suffered from
the Valley. The 7 streams have been arbitrarily
rainfall previous to the 2006 survey was
labelled A to G anticlockwise from north.
October 2001, the raindrops preserved in the
Streams A and G enter the valley downstream
dust on this limestone shard are 5 years old.
from the Central Area and do not effect this
How long would such ephemera be preserved
discussion. It will also be seen that stream C,
in a European climate? As raindrops can be
D and E combine to form a stream labelled H.
preserved for 5 years exposed at the surface,
Stream H is the main conduit for water egress
how long could artifacts buried deep within
from the Valley and would be the most
the bedrock be preserved? Excavation has
powerful of all the streams. Streams B, F and
proved it can be thousands of years.
H all converge at the Central Area of the Valley
Fig. 4 is a stream flow diagram of the Valley
during a flash flood. Note streams B and F are
based on the author’s observations in February
horizontally opposed and stream H impinges
2006 and with reference to Carter’s map of the
upon the opposite rock spur. Note also stream
Valley. (IG52, Griffith Institute) First Order
B is aimed directly at KV55 and stream F at
streams have been omitted for clarity. Contours
KV62. During a flash flood there would also
over 200 m have also been omitted for clarity.
be sheetwash off all surfaces that would
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increase the violence of the main streams.12
The stream flow diagram is in general
agreement with the two previous diagrams
produced.13 Pinch-Brock produced a creditable
stream flow diagram based on her valuable
observation of the 1994 flood. Although ElDidy stated his work was of a preliminary and
general study (streams labelled I and D in his
Fig. III.1 do not exist in reality, or exists only
as sheetwash or weak first order streams. ElDidy’s study was however based on a modern
day contour map of the Valley which differs
in detail from Fig. 4) El-Didy conducted a
scholarly quantitative assessment of stream
flow and correctly identified the salient
criterion of stream flow in the Valley, channel
alignment.
From Fig. 4 it can be seen that streams B, F
and H collide in the Central Area during a
flash flood. The violent mixing of these three
streams would make the Central Area a
swirling mass of turbulent water and there
would be a consequential massive reduction
of linear velocity before the water escaped
down stream towards the northeast conduit.
As Carter excavated down to bedrock in most
areas of the Valley his map (IG52) is most
informative. For instance, the stream labelled
B in Fig. 4 as it enters the Central Area does
not as might be expected turn north to follow
the main exit conduit, (Carter labelled stream
B ‘Deep Water Channel’) but turns south
directly against the main flow direction H and
so increasing the violence of the collision event.

Stream Flow Diagram of the Valley.

The premise of the flood theory is that such a
flood did indeed hit the Valley at the end of
the 18th Dynasty concealing tombs cut into
the Central Area. If so an examination of the
tombs in this area may be of profit.
The Tombs

A flash flood is a stream like any other
stream or river, albeit a short lived one and
the main property of stream flow is its
‘discharge’. Discharge is a measure of the
volume of water carried along by the stream
and is expressed in cubic metres per second.
(m3s-1) the unit of measurement being the
cumec. So that the reader can gain some idea
of scale, 1 cumec is equivalent to just under
19,000,000 gallons of water a day. Discharge is
the deciding factor as to how much sediment
load a given stream can carry. Sediment load
is the amount of material a stream can
transport. The loss of velocity during the
collision event means that the three streams
would lose their ability to transport their load
and would therefore dump most of their
sediment loads in the Central Area burying
and concealing any tombs that were cut there.

To date three tombs have been discovered
in the Central Area cut into the floor of the
Valley, KV55, KV62 and KV63. These tombs are
all of late 18th Dynasty date and as they were
cut into the floor of the Valley, this shows that
the wadi floor was bedrock at this time, some
5 metres below the present day footpath.
KV55
KV55 was discovered by Ayrton working for
Davis in 1907 and the find was published as a
book titled The Tomb of Queen Tiyi.14 The
reportage is however woeful, the stratigraphy
of the site is confined to only two sentences.
To quote Ayrton;15
‘We then sunk a pit straight down the
chippings, which at this depth were cemented
together by the action of water, until we came
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Mediterranean weather systems map. Note the position of the Low 1008 mbs. In D, autumn.
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of the depth of this layer were
taken or its relation to the
tomb entrance apart from this
photograph. If the horizontal
layering in the photograph is
a f l o o d l ay e r t h e n i t
approximates to 4 feet. (1.3
metres) thick and lies
immediately on top of the
tomb entrance.
KV62
KV62 was discovered by
Carter and Carnarvon on the
4th November 1922. 17 Any
examination of Carter’s work
must commence at t he
Gr iffit h Institute, t he
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford,
where all his manuscripts are
kept. The present writer
carried out a thorough search
of all notebooks, cardfiles,
manuscr ipts and plans,
assisted by Dr. Jaromir Malek
and Miss Elizabeth Miles, only
to discover t hat Car ter
recorded almost absolutely
nothing about the 3 foot layer
(see below) covering the tomb.
Tracing of the entrance to KV62 showing the re-sealed areas after
Dr. Malek did say that a day to
the robberies.
day record of proceedings was
not kept and Miss Miles said his
diaries did not always concur with the rest of
to a layer of clean dry limestone fragments
his notes.
which led us to hope that the tomb might have
escaped the fate of that of Siphtah which we
T h e d ay b e fo r e t h e d i s c ove r y o f
had found so damaged by the entrance of
Tutankhamen’s tomb Carter said of the
water. Below this clear rubbish we struck a
workmen’s huts18 ‘By the evening of November
flight of well-cut stone steps and knew that we
3rd we had laid bare a sufficient number of
had discovered a tomb of the XVIIIth dynasty
these huts for experimental purposes, so, after
and no mere burial pit.’
we had planned and noted them, they were
removed, and we were ready to clear away the
three feet of soil that lay beneath them’. Fig.
6 is Carter’s photograph of the huts before
removal. The northern end of these huts were
first uncovered during the autumn 1917
season’s dig.19 Note the two unrecorded layers
on the left of the pit Carter dug.

The only way a quantity of water sufficient
to ‘cement a layer together’ in the Valley was
through the action of a flash flood. Ayrton did
write a full report on the tomb but it was not
included in the publication and is now lost.16
Fig. 5 is an enlargement of the entrance taken
from the frontispiece of Davis’s book hence
the poor quality. Above the tomb entrance can
be seen a layer of horizontal stratigraphy that
may be a flood layer or possibly simple bedding
in the bedrock. So, we have Ayrton’s statement
of excavating through a flood layer and an
inconclusive photograph. No measurements

Soil is almost the only description of the 3
foot layer found that Carter made but soil is a
very curious term for a professional excavator
to use as there is no actual soil present in the
valley. There is only solid limestone rock, sand,
scree/chipping talus slopes and flood debris.
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In ‘ The Discover y of t he Tomb of
Tutankhamen’ Volume 1 (Carter co-authored
with Mace) Carter said21 ‘For some reason his
(Tutankhamen’s) tomb had been overlooked.
It was situated in a very low-lying part of the
Valley, and a heavy rainstorm might well have
washed away all trace of its existence’, the
original excavator succinctly stating the flood
theory. The previous season Carter had dug
in the side gully that contains Merenptah’s
tomb, KV8, and had uncovered remnants of
this flood layer.22 In his map of the Valley (IG52
in the Griffith Institute) he even labelled these
side gullies as ‘Deep Water Channels’. We must
state though that there is a contradiction

Soil is a valid term used by geologist’s to
encompass all surface sediments covering
bedrock but Carter was not a geologist and
would not have used the term in this context.
Carter’s dairy for the 4th November, ‘At
about 10 am I discovered beneath almost the
first hut attacked the first traces of the entrance
of the tomb…. And that it was of the nature of
a sunken staircase to a tomb of the type XVIIIth
Dynasty, but further than that nothing could
be told until the heavy rubbish above was
cleared away’ Heavy r ubbish is more
descriptive of hardened and cemented flood
debris than soil.
Carter also said of the huts,20 ‘Here we came
on a series of workmen’s huts, built over
masses of flint boulders, the latter usually
indicating in the Valley the near proximity of
a tomb.’ How right he was and a mass of
boulders is a closer description of a flood layer.

In The Tomb of Tutankhamen, Volume 323
he makes a statement that on first reading
appears to contradict the flood theory. He said,
‘Although it is a fact that the eastern side of
the trough of the Valley had been considerably
affected by water from such a source (flash

The workmen’s huts over KV62. Note the two layers on the left of the pit.
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affected by water damage.

flood), in dynastic times, on the western side,
where Tutankhamen’s tomb is situated, there
was not a trace of past water to any harmful
extent.’

Fig. 7 is a previously unpublished
photograph25 of the entrance taken on the
evening of the 5th November, probably by
Carter himself before Burton was enlisted to
help photograph the tomb. Note that the 3 foot
layer above the entrance that Carter called
‘soil’ is not soil or sand or solid rock or
scree/chipping talus deposits. The entrance to
the tomb can be made out through the pit dug
into it but notice the boulders, one on the right
is very large, over 2 feet (0.75 m) across,
suspended in this layer. (The entrance to the
tomb is 6 feet across for comparison) The
rolling transport of these boulders had been
arrested as the streams collided leaving them
embedded in a silt/stone conglomerate matrix.
Looking at the boulder to the left hand side of
the entrance, it can be seen to be lying
immediately on top of the solid rock of the
tomb cutting. The presence of these boulders
suspended in this strata is proof that what we
are looking at is a petrified flood layer. The
large boulder also proves that this flood must
have been a significant event with the power
to move material of this size in a relatively
early stage of stream flow. To be exact, the
correct full geological description of this bed
is ‘A constitutionally immature, poorly sorted,
Fluvial Breccia with clasts from 0.5cms to 0.75
m across, matrix supported, exhibiting no
apparent structures’.26 That is rather prolix so

It is not clear why Carter should contradict
himself but possibly the answer lies in timing.
The first quote referring to a flash flood was
written in 1923 some months after the
discovery and while the initial finding was
still fresh in his mind. Patently there was
something in the discovery that brought to
his mind the thought of flash floods. However,
the second ‘No trace’ quote was written in 1932
after he had completed the magnificent 10
year clearance of the tomb. A lot had happened
in the intervening years including the sudden
death of his friend and mentor, Lord
Carnar von, and being thrown off the
excavation by the Egyptian Government not
to mention the crushing responsibility of the
delicate clearance itself. We must also look at
the context in which he wrote this statement.
It was contained in a chapter wholly concerned
with the reason how water entered the tomb.
Clearly it was not through the entrance, a
cemented and hardened flood layer is an
effective barrier to water ingress, and Carter
stated this correctly. Carter based the ‘No flood’
statement on the Rammeside ar tifacts
discovered in the fill of the workmen’s huts
seen in Fig. 6.24 These were of course built on
top of the flood layer and would not have been

The bedrock exposed in the Central Area.
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5 year old raindrops preserved in the dust on a limestone shard found at the entrance to the Valley.
Matchbox is 8 cms long.

hereafter we shall refer to it as simply the flood
layer.

by the labourers in the tomb of Ramesses.
(Presumably Ramesses VI, KV9) These huts,
built about three feet above the bed-rock,
covered the whole area in front of the
Ramesside tomb, and continued in a southerly
direction to join up with a similar group of
huts on the opposite side of The Valley,
discovered by Davis in connection with his
work on the Akh-en-Aten cache (KV55).’ If the
huts were built as a unity and the huts over
KV62 definitely overlaid the flood layer, then
the horizontal stratigraphy in Fig. 5 must also
represent the same layer.

If we examine the photograph it can be seen
that there is no interleaving stratum between
the flood alluvium and the solid rock entrance
of Tutankhamen’s tomb. There is certainly
none observably in Fig. 7 or in any of the other
photos taken of the entrance by Carter or
Burton, the flood resting cleanly on top of the
bedrock. Also with the photo of the entrance
to KV55, Fig. 5 although not as clear, there is
no interleaving layer observable, the assumed
horizontal f lood alluvium again lying
immediately on top of the solid rock.

There was just under 3 feet of flood
alluvium over KV62 but just over 4 feet
covering KV55. Why the almost 2 feet
discrepancy? This does at first look like
evidence against one flood event but if we look
at the cross-section, Fig. 8, it can be seen that
the entrances to KV62 and KV55 were cut at
different elevations. There is a difference in
levels of 0.75 metres or roughly 2 feet, KV62

Was the purported flood over KV55 the
same as that over KV62? The workmen's huts,
as Carter knew, stretched across the floor of
the Central Area and had been built as a unity.
He wrote,27 ‘It will be remembered that in this
area there were a number of roughly
constructed workmen’s huts, used probably
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speaking, the flood therefore must have
occurred very soon after the final sealing of
Tutankhamen’s tomb and archaeologically,
Carter agreed,28 ‘... we knew from the sealings
on the outer doorway that all the plundering
was done within a very few years of the king’s
burial’.

being the higher. As the surface of the flood
layer is laterally horizontal, we would expect
a deeper depth of alluvium over the lower
tomb and a shallower depth over the higher
tomb. The fact that this is exactly what we find
(As far as can be ascertained from 90 year old
photographs) and the fact that the difference
in alluvium depths is exactly the same as the
difference in entrance levels of the two tombs
is conclusive proof that it was the same flood
event that concealed both tombs.

Fig. 9 is Carter’s photograph of the entrance
to KV62 showing the original tomb sealing
and its subsequent resealing after the
robberies. The entrance doorway was carefully
sealed with stones, plastered over with a hard
gypsum plaster, the plaster then being
impressed with various seals while still wet.
Carter identified 7 types of seal matrices on
the original sealing and labelled them A to
G.29 Fig. 11. These 7 seals were all of a funerary
nature and would have been made exclusively
for Tutankhamen’s internment. The seals were
wielded by the officiants during the funeral
and bear witness to the completeness of the

Aeolian deposits, that is, wind blown sand
deposits, build up very quickly indeed in
Egypt, especially when blown off the Western
Desert by the westerly Khamsin winds
(Literally 50 from the number of days it lasts).
But there are no aeolian deposits visible in
either photographs of the entrances. This
indicates there was no long time gap between
the sealing of the tomb, the robberies, the
resealings and then the flood. Geologically
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of Tuthmosis IV’s tomb occurred in year 8 of
Horemheb. 3 2 Did t hese seals include
Horemheb’s prenomen in a cartouche or not?
The sealing walls were rebuilt and re-plastered
and new seal impressions added. Interestingly,
the seal matrices were dipped in blue paint
before being applied to the plaster and the
paint can still be seen to this day. 33 The
impressions did bear a car touche, the
cartouche of the reigning king, Horemheb.34
From the above two examples it appears that
Royal Tomb seals at the end of the 18th
Dynasty included the cartouche of the reigning
king.

Fig. 10 is a tracing from Fig. 9 showing the
sealing history. ‘A’ is the original sealing of the
tomb. ‘B’ is what was left of the re-sealing of
the first robber’s hole and ‘C’ is the re-sealing
of the second robber’s hole. The tomb was
robbed at least twice. After the first robbery
all walls were re-sealed. After the second (or
possibly third) robbery only the Burial
Chamber, Annex and Entrance walls were resealed. Carter identified a different type of
seal he called type H used on these resealings.
On the Entrance wall he counted 6 impressions
on what remained of the first resealing, ‘B’,
and 28 impressions on the second resealing,
‘C’, all seal type H. As both resealings of the
tomb were made with exactly the same seal,
this indicates that the robberies were very
close together in time. Seal type H was also
present on the re-sealings of the Annex,
Antechamber and Burial chamber walls but
Carter did not record their number. Fig 12 is
Carter’s original cardfile rough drawing of
seal type H. Carter did not draft a formal
drawing of this seal merely stating it was
similar to seal type E. This is also the seal of
the necropolis guard, Anubis over the nine
bound captives.30 The main glyph is the god
Anubis, Divine Embalmer and Lord of the
Necropolis, the protector of the dead so his
presence on this seal would not be unexpected.
The necropolis seal matrix would have been
made of a carved wooden block or faience or
of steatite, a soft easily worked stone.

There is only one other tomb seal extant
from this period although not from a royal
tomb. In Horemheb’s Saqqara commoner’s
tomb in upper burial chamber F was found a
fragmentary seal that bore the then reigning
king’s cartouche, Ay’s.35 Although not royal,
the tomb was later revisited once Horemheb
gained the throne and had his images altered
by the addition of royal insignia.36
It may be asked how can the sealing history
within the tomb affect the timing of the flood
external to it?
Why is there no cartouche on seal type H?
Because when it was used there was no actual
king reigning, i.e. it was used in an
interregnum period between a king’s death
and the coronation of his successor.
During which interregnum period was
KV62 resealed? Bearing in mind the flood layer
rested immediately on top of the entrance,
very close in time to the funeral, then
obviously in this case the interregnum period
must have been between Tutankhamen’s
death and Ay’s coronation. As there was no
interleaving aeolian deposit between the
entrance and the flood layer, and such deposits
form rapidly, then this also indicates the flood
occurred during the 4 years of Ay’s reign.
E x a m i n a t i o n o f t h e f l o r a fo u n d i n
Tutankhamen’s tomb, particularly mandrake
and cornflower blooms, showed his funeral
was sometime from the middle of March to
the end of April.37 As flash floods occur in
October/November; it is posited that there was
only a 6 to 8 month period when the entrance
to KV62 was open to view and the flood
happened in October or November of the same
year of his death, 1323 BC.38

Why is seal type H unusual? Because,
although similar to seal type E, also a
necropolis guard seal, it has no cartouche. Seal
type H was not the same seal as type E with
the cartouche simply chiselled off, as it was
3/4 of an inch wider. This seal was wholly new,
the original seals being made exclusively for
Tutankhamen’s funeral and once it was over
and his seal no longer valid they were
discarded or probably destroyed.
Carter stated that seal type H was similar
to seals he had found in Tuthmosis IV’s tomb
(KV43) in 1903.31 We know that the restoration
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the world on 10th February 2006 by Dr. O.
Schaden working for t he KV10/KV63
Amenmesse Project an SCA Mission. The
present writer was fortunate enough to
actually be present in the Valley undertaking
the above mentioned survey at this time. KV63
can be regarded as a ‘test piece’ for the flood
theory as it was unknown when the theory
was first formulated in 1998. KV63 was again
found under a horizon of workmen’s hut
foundations and under these a 2 feet (0.6
metres) thickness of flood debris overlies the
entrance. Fig. 13 of its entrance clearly shows
this layer displaying differing size clasts as in
the flood layer over KV62. It is in fact part of
the same flood layer and again there is no
interleaving layer between the flood and the
tomb entrance.
During the Amarna Period the Eastern
Branch of the Valley of the Kings had been
temporarily abandoned as a royal cemetery.
But this abandonment had actually started in
the previous reign. Amunhotep III moved the
focus of royal burials to the Western Branch
of the Valley having his tomb (WV22) cut there.
Actually the foundation deposits said
Tuthmosis IV did this for his son.41 There was
also WV23 and WV25 commenced in this
branch after him. Conclusion, as the Eastern
Branch was abandoned as a royal burial
ground it was now available for the burial of
commoners or nobles. This would explain the
cluster of commoner tombs grouped round
the Central Area where, as we now know, at
this time the level of the Valley was down to
bedrock making cutting tombs much easier.
As we also know from KV62, bedrock meant 5
metres below the present day tourist’s path.

The entrance to KV62 taken on the evening of
the 5th November 1922 showing the flood layer.

Confirmation of this early timing comes
from within the tomb itself, among the first
items stolen from the tomb as well as precious
metals were the costly perfumes, oils and
unguents.39 These were based on animal fats
and would have gone off very quickly in the
constant heat of the tomb, within weeks not
months or years. For these to be still in a good
enough condition to be stolen confirms the
robberies must have been within weeks of the
funeral.
As the dating of the flood provides us with
a terminus ante quem for the tombs concealed
underneath it, then it may have significant
consequences for the events that happened in
these tombs such as when and what happened
in KV55. If Queen Tiye was once interred in
KV55 after being transferred from Tel el
Amarna after its abandonment, then she was
removed from this tomb by King Ay, her
putative brother. It also explains why KV62
was discovered intact, indeed why it was not
destroyed by Horemheb, the traditional
Nemesis of the Amarna Period.40

A number of small clay seals have been
discovered in KV63. As well as the necropolis
seal, Anubis over nine bound captives, there
were two other types of seal, seal type N and
P catalogued by Carter as also occurring in
KV62.42 Seal type N was also found in KV55.43
The fact that seal type N was found in all three
tombs proves that they are all connected in
time as well as space and all were preserved
under the same flood layer
Only four inscriptions have been found so
far (Sept. 2006). One inscription on a calcite
jar says ‘Amun-Re, King of the Gods’.44 One
very brief text, of yet unknown contents on
one of the coffins.45 One date has been found,

KV63
The discovery of KV63 was announced to
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on a level with the tops of the ancient
workmen’s huts. Also on the right can be seen
worked stones, the remains of further huts
built on top of this first infill layer. It appears
that this was a deliberate attempt to cover these
huts and level the Central Area. Subsequently,
a further layer was added on top if this to raise
the Central Area to a more convenient working
height for the construction of tombs. The
stratigraphy in this valuable photograph
provides us with a history. The first huts were
for a low lying Ramesside tomb, perhaps KV7
and KV5. The second huts were for a later
higher lying Ramesside tomb, perhaps KV6
and KV9. As Carter found Ramesside ostraka
in these deposits,46 then these two layers can
be firmly dated to this Dynasty.
Edwin Brock while working for ARCA on a
dig in front of tombs KV16 and KV17 dug
sondages down to bedrock. He found that
bedrock here was a steep sided wadi as
mentioned previously in this paper. He also
discovered that the shale from the excavation
of the mysterious tunnel leading off from the
burial chamber was used to in-fill the wadi,
again providing a more convenient working
platform for tomb construction.47

Carter’s card file showing Seal Type H. (top left)

year 5, but no mention of which king’s year 5
it belongs to. If the dating of the flood is correct
then it must be Tutankhamen’s year 5. One
other very faint seal has also been found, only
the end of which could be read, ‘,,,pa-aten.’
This has been speculated that this could be
the ending of Ankhsenamun’s first name at
Tel el Amarna, Ankhsenpaaten, but there is
no proof and we must await publication. If the
date year 5 is Tutankhamen’s it may provide
a timing for the transfer of royal dead from
Tel el Amarna. As no royal tombs were being
cut in the Eastern Branch at this time, then
perhaps KV63 represents a clearout of other
tombs (KV55 and KV64?) their bodies being
robbed in the process, to make room for the
royal dead.

The stream flow collision event at the end
of the 18th Dynasty was a unique event. The
location of the entrances to the above three
tombs shows that at this time the floor of the
Valley was bedrock. After the flash flood had
deposited its 3 feet (1 m) of alluvium in the
Central Area and after the Rammeside kings
added to this platform, altering the flow
regime, so then further floods would deposit
their loads further into the exit conduit. This
is perhaps why downstream tombs such as
KV5 and KV7, also cut onto the floor of the
Valley, were extensively flooded. This platform
can clearly be seen in the contours of the
Central Area in Fig. 4. As for floods post 18th
Dynasty, Romer correctly described a flash
flood in the Valley that covered the 18th
Dynasty tombs.48 However, he dated this event
to the reign of Ramesses II, but the stratigraphy
seen in Fig. 7 precludes this timing. Ramesses
II’s own tomb, KV7, was flooded at least seven
times and probably more. 49 As for floods
previous to this one there is only one record
of a flood that may have hit the Valley, during
the reign of Ahmose, some 200 years before.50

Lying on top of the hut horizon above KV63
can be seen the two layers that are also seen
above KV62 in Fig. 6. Comparison of Fig. 6 and
Fig. 13 show that these two layers are not flood
layers. The consistent and even size of clasts
in these layers is too regular to be naturally
formed by a flash flood. The layers represent
what must have been a deliberate man made
filling in of the Central Area. The top of the
first (bottom) layer in Fig. 6 is also suspiciously
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Conclusion
The consequence of the flood layer for
archaeology is that because three tombs
were concealed underneath it, then it
possibly it also conceals another tomb. If
so, and it would be titled KV64 when found,
it can only be located on the East Side of
the Central Area. Visual examination of the
Valley shows that the sides of the gullies
are very steep, a steepness that is not
evident from contour maps or photographs.
This steepness is limiting to the extent of
the flood layer. The present writer’s survey
of the Valley showed that the flood layer
is very small in extent, in fact just consisting
of the triangle of the Central Area itself with
a small spur into the gully holding KV8. It
is now possible to construct a list:KV55 delineates the Northern extent of
the flood layer.
KV62 delineates the Western extent.
KV63 delineates the Southern extent.
KV64 must (if present) mark the Eastern
extent of the flood layer.
On 31st March 2006 the above list was
communicated to Dr. C. N. Reeves as codirector of the Amarna Royal Tombs
Project, which once held the concession for
excavation in the Central Area of the
Valley.51 Dr. C.N. Reeves announced on 3rd
August 200652 that the Ground Penetrating
Radar (GPR) data had been re-analysed in
June and that there was indeed an anomaly
in the survey data from the 2000 season on
the east side of the Central Area.

Original seal impressions on the Entrance Wall
to KV62.

to be a tomb, an estimation of its contents or
occupant (s), would here be mere speculation.
However, from the dating of the flood, it must
hark from the end of the 18th Dynasty.

What the Japanese GPR survey identified
was a void in the rock, not the entrance to a
tomb. This void may be an antechamber or
even a burial chamber but, taking the
precedent of KV62 and KV55, an entrance
corridor would be filled with chippings and
would be invisible to a GPR scan. The position
of the anomaly is under the south/east corner
of the present day enclosure to KV62. Carter
excavated a huge square to facilitate the
clearance of KV62, the square encompassed
this corner and nothing was sighted but
bedrock. The actual entrance therefore can
only be located on the East Side of the Central
Area.

If there is a tomb in this location it would,
as in KV55, KV62 and KV63, also be located
under two layers of Ramesside fill, (But
removed by Davis’s excavations in 1907) under
the remnants of workmen’s huts and also
under the flood layer, here an estimated 0.8
metres in thickness. As the workmen’s hut
foundations were all assiduously mapped by
Carter 53 it is possible to construct a map
showing its approximate position, Fig 14. As
the tomb must be late 18th Dynasty and as
KV62 and KV55 both have entrance corridors
16 metres long, then so possibly would KV64.
A range arrow has been added to Fig. 14, which
narrows down the location of the entrance to

If, after excavation, this anomaly does prove
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KV64. The entrance has been drawn simply in
north/south alignment as its actual alignment
cannot be known until excavation.

deluge of rain. The first is 140 m west of WN22,
the tomb of Amunhotep III in the Western
Branch of the Valley of the Kings.58

Examination of the area in February 2008
shows that the bedrock is now visible (It was
covered by the tourist’s path in Feb. 2006). The
bedrock is the top of a small cliff at the bottom
of which the workmen’s huts were erected.
Fig.15. The exposure of the bedrock narrows
down the area to be investigated as it delineates
the eastern edge of the huts. The SCA have
asked the Japanese to conduct a second GPR
scan of this part of the Central Area (In part
based on this paper) and if the anomaly is
confirmed then the area will be excavated in
the Autumn of 2008.

‘Year 2, 4 Shomu, day 24. At the water of
the Sky. The Scribe Amennakhte son of Ipuy;
his son Panefemdjed; his son Khaemhedje;
his son Pinudjem’.
The Scribe Amennakhte and his sons are
well known from the graffiti and ostraka they
have left to history. 59 Scribe Amennakhte
places the dates of graffiti two and three to the
reigns of either Ramesses IV, V, or VI,
approximately 1161 – 1149 BC.
The final graffiti is located at the entrance
to a small shelter 900 m from the modern gate
to the Valley of the Kings.60

When this area is excavated, it is imperative
that a sound statigraphical section be made,
the best location for this being immediately
above the anomaly on its east side.

‘Year 2, 4 Shomu, day (2) 4. Coming down
by the water, being the upper (hry) water
from the Sky. The Servant in the Place of
Truth, Amenpahapy and his brother the
Scribe […].

Note on the Frequency of Flash
Floods at the Valley of the Kings

The four graffiti therefore record two
rainfall events over an approximate 70 year
period. These graffiti can in no way be
described as a complete or comprehensive
record and the dates must be excluded from
any computation of frequency.

Following the present writer’s description
of a flash flood event that hit the Valley at the
end of the 18th Dynasty,54 a short note on the
frequency of such catastrophes may be of
profit.

There is only one further recorded event
that may have hit the Theban Mountains, a
catastrophic flood that occurred some 300
years earlier during year 11 of King Ahmose.61

The first records of floods that have hit the
Theban Mountains are surprisingly early.
There are four ancient graffiti that also record
rainfall and therefore floods in the Theban
Mountains. The earliest was written in a shelter
just below the head of the wadi called the
Valley of the Queens and dates to the reign of
Merenptah.55 It states: -

Modern historical records of floods that
have hit the Valley are: - 1799, 1818, 1820’s,
1883, 1898, 1905, 1910, 1914, 1915, October 1916,
October 1917, October 1918, 1979, October 1994,
October 2001 and 21st January 2008. 62 No
matter how one manipulates these dates no
specific predictable frequency can by formed.
Carter estimated every 10 years and Weeks
every 20 to 30 years. 10 The present writer
discussed the possibility of predicting this
phenomenon with International
Climatologists at the UK Met Office in 200262
but the consensus was that because it is such
a localised event it would impossible to predict
with accuracy, although October and
November are the high risk months.

‘Year 4, of the Kings of Upper and Lower
Egypt, Baenre, L.P.H., 1 Shomu, day 27. On
this day coming down of the water of the
Sky’.
Ye a r 4 o f M e r e npt a h e q u a te s to
approximately 1220 BC.56 Only 50 cms. To the
right of this graffiti is another also recording
rainfall.57
‘Year 2, 4 Shomu, day 23. On this day,
coming down by the water of the Sky’.

The last two floods gave a periodicy of only
7 years and it must be admitted that, although
ostensibly an arid region, the Valley is under
risk of flooding at any time.

Although definitely Ramesside in date, no
king’s name was written.
Two other graffiti seem to record the same
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Valley of the Kings. Appendix 1, p. 147 –156:
Sampsell, A Traveler’s Guide, p. 80.

Figs. 1, 3, 4, 8, 10, 15 Author, Fig. 14 Author
after Carter and Schaden.

5. Griffiths J.F. ed. 1972. ‘World Survey of
Climatology’ Volume 10, ‘Climate of the Africa.

Figs. 6, 7, 9, 11, Griffith Institute, reproduced
by kind permission of Dr. J. Malek.

6. Griffiths World Survey, p. 61, Pl. 5.
7. Scorer R. and Verkaik A. ‘Spacious Skies’
Devon 1989, p 55-95; Barry R.G. and Chorley
R.J. ‘Atmosphere, Weather and Climate’
London 1968. P 78-81; Dunlop S. ‘Oxford
Dictionary of Weather’ Oxford 2001.

Fig. 12, Reproduced by kind permission of
Dr. O. Schaden.
Fig. 5, Davis, The Tomb of Queen Tiyi,
frontispiece.
Fig. 11, Mrs. Lorraine Wooder after Carter.

8. Romer J. ‘A History of Floods in the Valley
of the Kings’, unpublished report of the
Brooklyn Museum's Theban Royal Tomb
Project (1989); Sadek A. ‘Varia Graffitica’ (p.11219), Varia Aegyptiaca 6:3 (1990), p. 109-20. For
Carter’s description of a flood in 1916 see,
James T. G. H. ‘Howard Carter, The Path to
Tutankhamun’ London 1992, p. 185 – 187, and
Carter’s letter describing three consecutive
floods over three Octobers, 1916/17/18, p. 202.
For Dr. R. Johnson’s description of the 8th
October 1994 flood, see; I must thank Jane
Akhsar for informing me of the January 2008
flood.

Fig. 2, Griffiths J.F. ed. ‘World Survey of
Climatology’ 1972. Volume 10, ‘Climate of the
Africa’ p. 61, fig. 5.
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Egypt in the Bible
Andrew Fulton
The five named pharaoh are (i) Shishak (in
all probability this is Sheshonq, first king of
the 22nd Dynasty), (ii) Necho (II) of the 26th
Dynasty, (iii) Apries of the later 26th Dynasty
(but, under a corruption of his prenomen
Waibre, this comes out as Hophra in the Bible),
(iv) Taharqa of the late 25th (Nubian or Kushite)
Dynasty whose name is given as “Tiharkah
king of Ethiopia” (2 Kings 19:9) but there are
chronological problems which may mean that
this is a reference to another king of the same
dynasty as the reference is to the battle of
Eltekeh which took place in 701BCE so the
Pharaoh involved is likely to have been
Shebitqo3 and (v) a pharaoh called “So” (2
Kings 17:4) who is likely to have been Osorkon
IV, a king, in a split Egypt, of the north-eastern
Delta. So is said to have rejected advances from
Hoshea, king of the northern kingdom of
Israel, for help in a conspiracy against his
Assyrian overlords, resulting in the sacking of
Samaria and the Israelites being sent into exile
(c.722BCE).4

This article explores the portrayal of Egypt
in the Bible, both Old and New Testaments.
Whilst the Bible should not be seen as
necessarily a historical record, nevertheless it
does narrate what appear to be details of
various historical events in the early history
and development of the Israelites as they
struggle out of Egypt and endeavour to form
a nation, even though many of these “events”
could be classed within the realm of
mythology. Large sections of the Biblical books,
particularly the Old Testament prophets, were
compiled in turbulent times, both for the
Israelites as well as for surrounding nations,
and it is interesting to note the various ways
in which Egypt in particular is portrayed at
these times and subsequently, although briefly,
in the time of Jesus.
Named pharaohs in the Bible
First it is useful to see how often Egypt, its
people and its pharaohs are mentioned. Table
1 shows Egyptian references in bot h
Testaments, based on Crudens Concordance1,
an invaluable source for all major biblical
references 2 . It can be seen that only five
pharaohs are actually mentioned by name
although there are 70 unnamed pharaohs
mentioned. How much more would we have
gained about chronology, both Biblical and
Egyptian, if we knew who some of these
pharaohs were!

OLD
TESTAMENT

The reader may wonder why Ramesses is
not included in the named pharaoh but the
Biblical reference is not to him as pharaoh but
to one of the two treasure cities built for
Ramesses II in the North eastern Delta and
also recorded as the place Joseph gave to his
family when they settled in Egypt. It is
described as being “in the best of the land”
(Genesis 47:11) and since Joseph is likely to
have preceded the Ramesses era by several
hundred years, the name is probably an
interpolation.

NEW
TESTAMENT

EGYPT

571

24

EGYPTIANS

113

15

PHARAOHS

70

0

NAMED
PHARAOHS

5

0

Abraham and Egypt
The earliest reference to Egypt in the Bible
(Gen 12.10) tells how the first great Old
Testament patriarch, Abraham (originally
called Abram -“exalted father”, but renamed
later as “Father of the nations”) came to Egypt
from Canaan as a result of famine . Here he

Table 1: Egyptian References in the Bible
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Figure 1: Scene from the Middle Kingdom tomb of Khnumhotep II at Beni Hasan showing Absha (centre)
leading a goat towards the tomb owner and directly behind two Egyptian officials. Absha is described
as a heqa khast( to the right of his bowed head )i.e. “Hyksos”. The Asiatic traders wear long colourful
coats and beards and carry spears and bows. The caption above indicates that they are also bringing
black eye-paint. (After W Keller “The Bible as History” 1956 p.87)

names of some of their pharaohs suggest a
western Semitic origin. They initially ruled
from their north-east Delta capital of Avaris
and gradually extended their power over
Middle Egypt. The Hyksos kings of the 15th
dynasty, of whom there were six, were the only
ones to call themselves Heqa Khaswt but a
scene from the 12th Dynasty tomb of
Khnumhotep II at Beni Hasan in Middle Egypt
shows an Asiatic leader of a trading party called
Absha who called himself a heqa khast.(Fig.
1) . Asiatic traders had become settled in Egypt,
therefore, by the Middle Kingdom and another
example of this is that of Imeny, son of an
Asiatic woman, who became Deputy Chief
Steward and whose name suggests an Asiatic
integration into the higher levels of Egyptian
society. We are interested in them because of
the next main Biblical story set in Egypt, that
of Joseph, which bears many hallmarks of
being based during the period of Hyksos rule.

passed off his wife Sarai as his sister since he
feared the Egyptians would kill him for her.
The princes of Egypt indeed commended her
to Pharaoh and she became part of the royal
household. If Abram existed at all, I wonder
what he thought of a God that said his seed
would inherit Canaan, a land he had to leave
because of famine, and ending up in Egypt
with his wife in Pharaoh's household. Abram
was finally expelled from Egypt because of
plagues resulting from Sarai’s presence
(Gen12:17) and because Pharaoh found out
that she was Abram’s wife, not his sister.
Abraham’s sojourn in Egypt does not appear
to have much relevance to the story of God’s
covenant with Israel but maybe this lends it a
degree of historical credibility. Some elements
sound real enough and it is possible to see that
the context is that of an economically
successful Middle Kingdom Egypt – perhaps
12th Dynasty.5

The Genesis story of Joseph really stands
alone as a great piece of prose, with good
characterisation and a well developed plot.
The story seems to bear hardly any relationship
to the story of the Patriarchs or of Israel’s
covenant from God. There are no magical
tricks from on high and the whole episode in
Egypt bears little or no relation to the
subsequent or previous history of the Israelites.

Joseph and the Hyksos
It is likely that the successful Middle
Kingdom collapsed through famine and
drought (hinted at in the story of Abraham if
he was indeed in Egypt at this period), leading
eventually to the establishment of the so-called
Hyksos initially and gradually as settlers and
subsequently as rulers in the Delta (c.1786 to
1570BCE). They are called heqa khaswt which
can be translated either as ruler(s) of foreign
lands or hill country (“Hyksos” being a Greek
interpretation of the Egyptian words) and the

It is, therefore, interesting to examine the
story of Joseph during his time in Egypt in
terms of the extent to which he had become
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Figure 2: Storage chambers at the Ramesseum, Luxor West
Bank. (Author’s photo).

promised to them by Joseph earlier in Genesis
(45:10,46:34).

egyptianised. Some typical features in the story
include: the interpretation of dreams, the
wearing of linen robes, chariots, use of
embalming and mummification, gold
necklaces and rings as rewards and grain
storage facilities for use in times of famine6.
(Figure 2 shows storage facilities in the
Ramesseum, the mortuary temple of Ramesses
II). That the events portrayed may have taken
place during the time of the Hyksos is also
evidenced by the fact that Joseph, an
immigrant to Egypt, would surely not
otherwise have been allowed to marry the
daughter of a priest of On (Iunu /Heliopolis,
the theological capital of Egypt) despite his
high status (Genesis 41:45). The Hyksos are
thought to have adopted Egyptian beliefs
including Re (which is used in their names)
and this ties in with the Joseph story.

Moses and the Exodus
A huge amount of references to Egypt in
the earlier books of the Old Testament relate
to Moses and the Exodus and its aftermath,
clearly one of the defining moments in the
history of the Israelites, and this is also a
feature of some of Stephen’s defence against
the high priest in the New Testament (Acts
Ch.7) where he gives a potted history of the
Israelites from Abraham to Moses.
The story is prefaced by a frustrating verse
in Exodus 2:8 – “Now there arose up a new
king over Egypt, who knew not Joseph”. If only
we knew who this was as there are plenty of
New Kingdom candidates ranging from
Ahmose to Merneptah. Clearly the Hyksos rule
had ended and a new, presumably native
Egyptian, pharaoh was on the throne. There
are a number of theories about the dating of
the Exodus. We know that the Israelite people
came up against Merneptah’s armies in

As indicated earlier, Joseph’s family (Jacob
and sons) are said to have been given land in
the region of Ramesses (Genesis 47:11) and
this as we know is close to the Hyksos capital
of Avaris as is the Land of Goshen which was
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they are described as hard taskmasters, making
the Israelites serve with rigour in the making
of bricks for the treasure cities (Exodus 1:1115). The afflictions of the Israelites are well
illustrated by Sir Edward Poynter’s painting
“Israel in Egypt” (Fig.3).

1207BC – as detailed on the now famous
Merneptah Stela which talks about the people
of Israel being settled in Palestine. Merneptah
was the 13th son and successor to Ramses II
and this might fit with the exodus being in
Ramesses II’s reign as the Israelites were
engaged in brickwork for the royal cities of PiRamses and Pithom. The stela states that
“Israel is devastated, her seed is no more,
Palestine has become a widow for Egypt.” So
Ramesses II may well be the pharaoh of the
Exodus if it happened in the way described.

There are of course many well-known
theories concerning the Exodus, ranging from
those who believe it really happened as
described in the Bible, to those who believe it
to be a total myth within the context of the
political and religious situation in Palestine at
the time of composition (7th/6th centuries BCE)
. There are also beliefs centred around linking
the plagues described in Exodus with the
eruption of the Greek island of Thera (now
called Santorini), the dating of which has been
a constant debate since the 1950s but which,
on the basis of strong scientific evidence7, is
likely to have occurred during the later stages
of the Hyksos rule in Egypt, i.e. c. 1625 / 1600
BCE.

It could of course have been earlier – any
time really during Egypt’s colonial expansion
and consequent importation of captives or
slaves – e.g. under Thutmose I, and Thutmose
III. If we take the Bible literally then it would
have been c.1430BCE – the early part of the
New Kingdom - as it is stated that the time
span from the Exodus to the building of
Solomon’s temple in Jerusalem is 480 years (1
Kings 6:1). The Temple dates to c.950, hence
1430, but 480 years is exactly 12 generations
of 40 years, 40 being the definition of a
generation, so a bit unrealistic in chronological
terms. If we take a generation as being more
like 25 yrs, then we go back to 1250BC i.e.
during the time of Ramesses II. Is this more
realistic? Is it in any case a real event?

In my view the most direct effect on Egypt
would have been a tsunami hitting the
coastline of the Delta together with some fall
out of ash, possibly as far as Middle Egypt
(Fig.4). The weather change resulting from
this huge eruption will have had a major effect
on agriculture throughout the Northern
Hemisphere, including Egypt. Comparable
records (The Bamboo Annals) from China
around the same time (c.1618BCE) support the
idea of a massive seven year famine8. A similar
sized eruption of Mt Tambora in Indonesia in
1815 CE resulted in the Year Without Summer
(as 1815 has been described) with consequent
famine and starvation throughout Europe.

It is a long standing tradition and well
documented in the Old Testament that Israel
came out from Egypt. Is it myth or fact or is it
a mixture? The geography and the topography
are right but there is no evidence other than
in the Bible that such an event occurred either
in other cultures or archaeologically. As a result
of the Biblical accounts the Egyptians have
received a bad press and continue to do so –

Thus I come tentatively to the conclusion

Figure 3: “Israel in Egypt” by Sir
Edward Poynter, painted in 1867
and depicting the traditional view
of the Israelites under their
Egyptian taskmasters, dragging a
sculptured lion to a temple, with
the pyramids in the background.
(Victorian Web:Private Collection).
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This is the first real and indeed rare link
in the Bible between the histories of Egypt
and Israel and is an important in illustrating
the power politics prevalent after the death of
Solomon and the subsequent division between
the Kingdoms of Israel and Judah whose kings
were both defeated by Sheshonq at Megiddo.
The campaign of Sheshonq is well chronicled
by Professor Kitchen so needs no further
comment here11.

that, if the Joseph story has any basis in fact,
then the Theran eruption is more likely to
bear testimony to the dream interpretations
by him (the seven thin cattle) and subsequent
salvation of the country through long term
grain storage facilities.
The most common interpretation, however,
of the plagues that descended upon Egypt
(Exodus 2ff) is that they were as a result of a
major volcanic eruption such as Thera9 and
the resultant tsunami is linked to the crossing
of the Red (or Reed) Sea whereby the waters
parted for the Israelites but came back down
on the Egyptian armed forces10. The story does
indeed seem to describe the effects of a
tsunami (as we saw tragically in the 2004
Boxing Day tsunami in the Indian Ocean) but
it seems to be stretching our credulity to
suggest that the Israelites could be so lucky
and so timely and the Egyptians so unlucky.

The Prophets of doom
The rise to power in the region of the
Assyrians during the 8th century inevitably
led to a decline in the fortunes of both Palestine
and Egypt. They wiped out the northern
kingdom of Israel with its capital at Samaria
and transported the inhabitants back to
Assyria. They invaded Judah in c.701BCE.
Egypt, now under the Nubians of the 25th
Dynasty, was in alliance with Hezekiah, king
of Judah. Sennacherib, king of Assyria,
famously compares Egypt to a “broken reed”
(Isaiah 36:6) and after a series of confrontations
the Assyrians capture Memphis and Thebes,
under its mayor Mentuemhet, surrenders to
them (c.663). The city is sacked and Egypt
becomes a vassal of Assyria. But, writing some
50 years later, the prophet Nahum says to the
Assyrians: “Are you better than No-Amun
(Thebes) that sat by the Nile...? Ethiopia was
her strength, Egypt too, and that without
limit... yet she was carried away, led into
captivity.” (3:8-10). He predicts therefore that
Nineveh, the Assyrian capital, will fall as
Thebes did and indeed it does (612BCE) with
the rise of the Babylonians.

The fact that the eruption, as indicated, is
now almost certain to have occurred during
the time of the Hyksos adds further substance
to the Joseph story of seven lean years being
set in this period.
Shishak’s Palestinian campaign
We move on much further now to a period
when Israel has already been established as a
nation, well beyond the New Kingdom into
the so-called Third Intermediate Period.
As indicated Shishak (Sheshonq- 22nd
Dynasty) is one of the very few Pharaohs to be
named in the Bible and he is certainly one of
the most successful and powerful of the postNew Kingdom period. His Bubastic Gate at
Karnak illustrates in detail his Palestinian
campaign in c.925/24BCE and shows the
names of the cities captured by him, their
name rings attached to a rope held by Amun
(Fig. 5). It is recorded in 1 Kings 14:25/26 that
“Shishak king of Egypt came up against
Jerusalem and ...took away the treasures of the
house of the Lord... and all the shields of gold
that Solomon had made.” His army is said to
have included Libyans and Nubians as well as
1200 chariots. His aim clearly was to reestablish Egyptian influence in Palestine after
a period of decline.

The prophets of this period (notably Isaiah,
Micah, Hosea and Amos) constantly refer to
the woes of Israel under the Assyrians as being
caused by the apostasy of the people in turning
away from the god (Yahweh) who led them
out of Egypt. Isaiah (who mentions Egypt forty
times) foretells the downfall also of Egypt- “the
Egyptians will I give over into the hands of a
cruel lord: and a fierce king will rule over
them, says the lord...” (Isaiah 19:4). And in
Chapter 20:4 he warns that the Ethiopians (i.e.
the Nubian pharaohs of the 25th Dynasty) will
be led away as “...captives, young and old,
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Figure 4: The Aegean Island of Santorini (Thera) showing general view of caldera. The light coloured
material on the cliffs to the centre right of the picture is pumice and ash from the so called Minoan
eruption (c.1625-1600BCE) which extends in parts to a depth of 60 meters. The eruption is now thought
to have been one of the largest ever. The island in the background is Nea Kameni which came into
being in 1707CE and is still growing. (Author’s photo).

rule over the now defunct Israelite territory
to the north.

naked and barefoot, even with their buttocks
uncovered, to the shame of Egypt.”
Empires fall

The history of these turbulent times is
detailed in the second book of Kings and in 2
Chronicles. It is recounted (2 Kings 23:29ff)
that Necho II came up to the Euphrates against
(or to help) Assyria - it is not clear whether as
an ally or as an enemy. The Babylonian
Chronicle, however, is clear that it was as an
ally12. For some reason, Josiah “went up
against him (i.e. against Necho); and he slew
him at Megiddo...” (2 Kings 23:29). An extended
version in 2 Chronicles 35 indicates that Necho
was only interested in getting to Carchemish
and wanted nothing to do with Josiah,
“nevertheless Josiah would not turn his face
from him, but disguised himself, that he might
fight with him, and hearkened not unto the
words of Necho from the mouth of God, and
came to fight in the valley of Megiddo.”

Nevertheless, despite these warnings, the
first ruler of the 26th Dynasty, Psamtik I, one
of Egypt’s great kings, after an initial period
of subjugation to Assyria, transformed Egypt
back into a major international influence and
Assyrian rule began to decline with the rise of
the Babylonians. Egypt supported Assyria
against the rising threat and this support
continued under Psamtik’s successor, Necho
II (c.610-595BCE) but it was to be of no avail.
Nineveh fell in 612 and Haran, the new
Assyrian capital, fell in 610.
Josiah, king of Judah, took advantage of
Assyrian decline with a dream of a united
monarchy - a large and powerful state uniting
all Israelites under one God, one Temple and
one capital – Jerusalem. Egypt and Judah were
thus in direct conflict, both seeking to establish

Josiah’s fate was sealed and he was shot by
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“that it might be fulfilled which was spoken
of the Lord by the prophet, saying, Out of Egypt
have I called my son.”

archers at Megiddo and carried back to
Jerusalem (609BCE).
It’s not clear why Josiah went north or why
he met such a tragic end to a great and
successful reign. He must in some way have
upset the Egyptians. The end was drawing
close for the kingdom of Judah over which he
ruled.

Clearly the gospel writer is thinking of a
verse from the Old Testament book of Hosea
– “When Israel was a child, then I loved him,
and called my son out of Egypt” (Hosea 11:1).
Hosea was a prophet of the northern kingdom
of Israel in the 8th century at the time of the
reign of Israel’s last powerful king Jeroboam
II, a time when the country went rapidly
downhill ending with the fall of Samaria to
the Assyrians. The people had turned once
again to pagan gods and the country was
politically unstable. This verse links Jesus to
the rescue of Israel from Egypt at the Exodus
although it is clear that Jesus went there for
safety from assassination by Herod, a slightly
different scenario to that of the Israelites. The
link is that, once out of Egypt, Jesus became
the messiah longed for by the Israelites, who
maybe would release them from a newer
bondage, whether from sin or whether from
political oppression.

Necho is then said to have installed
successors to Josiah in Jerusalem who,
according to Chronicles 36:5, “did... evil in the
sight of the Lord.” The Biblical records clearly
describe the enormous struggles that now took
place between the rival powers, following
Josiah’s death. The events are described by the
prophet Jeremiah. In Chapter 46 he describes
in detail the defeat of the Egyptians at
Carchemish in 605BC. Af ter t his t he
Babylonians sought complete control of the
west – the former area of Egyptian influence.
They destroyed the Philistine cities of the
Mediterranean coastal plain. The Judeans
appealed to Egypt for help but their cities fell
one by one culminating, after a further revolt,
in a two year siege, fall and destruction of
Jerusalem in 587/86BC The Temple was looted
and the people taken back to Babylon as slaves,
ending 400 years of Judah’s history.

In Egypt, the tradition is maintained by the
Coptic Church and a fine fresco in the new
Archangel Michael Orthodox Coptic Cathedral
at Aswan (Fig.6) illustrates the flight into Egypt
and the cave in which his family rested is said
to be in the crypt of the church of Abu Serga
(St Sergius) in Cairo.

Egypt too is invaded in 568BC but this was
defeated by the armies of Ahmose II. Then the
Babylonians faced growing problems in other
parts of their empire culminating in the rise
of the Persians and the rest is history as they
say. The decline of Egyptian influence is vividly
portrayed by Ezekiel who devotes chapters 29
to 32 to the subject, foretelling Egypt’s
desolation. He writes after the fall of Judah to
the Babylonians – “And the land of Egypt shall
be desolate and waste and they shall know
that I am the Lord: because he hath said, The
river (i.e. The Nile) is mine...” (Ezekiel 29:9).
Jesus in Egypt
In the New Testament Gospel of Matthew,
an angel appears to Jesus’ father Joseph telling
him to flee to Egypt “for Herod will seek the
young child to destroy him” (2:13).The next
two verses indicate that Jesus remained in
Egypt with his family until the death of Herod:

Figure 5: Amun holds name rings of prisoner
cities from Palestine on the end of a rope.
Sheshonq is out of the picture to the right. The
prisoners sit in small groups behind Amun.
Temple of Karnak.(Author’s photo)
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Rubicon Press: pp.210-211.
4. See, for example, The Bible Unearthed by
Israel Finkelstein and Neil Asher Silberman
(2001) The Free Press, Chapters 1 and 2, for
a detailed discussion on dating the Biblical
accounts of the patriarchs and the Exodus
and their context.
5. Genesis Chapters 40 to 43.
6. The dating of the eruption has been a long
standing issue particularly since the
publication of Sturt Manning’s book A Test
of Time (1999) and ongoing website. The
most recent evidence comes from a “living”
olive tree branch buried in the ash and
pumice and recently analysed by radiocarbon
dating to have been buried in the period 1627
to 1600 (98% chance) and 1621/05 (68%):
Science Journal (312-April 2006). Other
scientific evidence has come from tree ring
circles, Greenland ice core samples, Irish bog
oak rings, and pine forest rings. See also the
Theran Foundation website.
7. Walter Friedrich’s book Fire in the Sea (2000
English edition) CUP, gives a full geological
and archaeological survey of the evidence
from the Mediterranean as well as from
Chinese records.
8. See, for example, Graham Phillips’ Book The
Moses Legacy (2002), Sedgwick and Jackson,
for a detailed discussion on the dating of the
Exodus and links to the Theran eruption.
9. Graham Phillips (The Moses Legacy pp.9699) poses the possibility of a tsunami
affecting the coastline at Lake Manzala
allowing the Israelites through by means of
the withdrawal of the sea and drowning the
Egyptian forces on its return.
10. The Third Intermediate Period in Egypt by
K A Kitchen (1986) Aris & Phillips; pp.297ff
give details of Shoshenq’s campaign with
map.
11. 2 Chronicles 35:20 states vaguely that
Necho went to fight “against Carchemish by
Euphrates” (presumably to help the
Assyrians against the Babylonians). The
Babylonian version is preferred.

Egypt fulfils, therefore, a number of widely
varying and contrasting roles in the Biblical
accounts. It is a land of plenty at times of
famine, it is a hard taskmaster, it is a broken
reed, it is sometimes an ally against invasion
from the north or east, and it is security from
oppression and persecution. Its importance
to the stories of the Israelites cannot be
doubted continuing into the New Testament
traditions of Jesus’ coming being a fulfilment
of Old Testament prophecy.

Andrew Fulton hold a degree in Theology
from Cambridge University and a Certificate
in Egyptology from Manchester University.
Carry out private research and lecture about
aspects of Ancient Egypt which tend to be
neglected but which have an important
contribution to make. These inculde the 26th
dynasty pharaohs, nomes and nomarchs, links
with Minoan culture and libyan influence in
Egyptian history.
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Figure 6: The Archangel Michael
Orthodox Coptic Cathedral at
Aswan – the flight of Jesus into
Egypt. (Author’s photo)
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Tutankhamun the Warrior King
Charlotte Booth MA
The name Tutankhamun is one that is
known throughout the world because of the
spectacular discovery of his tomb by Howard
Car ter in 1922. The numerous goods
discovered in his tomb make it possible for
archaeologists to understand many aspects of
the life of Tutankhamun although the majority
of research about the tomb focuses on the
funerary objects such as the golden mask and
coffins. It is essential to remember that before
he died, Tutankhamun lived for eighteen years
and ruled for ten of them as king of Upper and
Lower Egypt, and it is these eighteen years

which should be the focus of studies on the
boy king. From the available evidence it is
possible to look at many different aspects of
the young king’s personality and life; the child,
the husband and father, the restorer of the
faith, the puppet king, the diplomat and the
w a r r i o r. I t i s t h i s l a t te r a s p e c t o f
Tutankhamun’s reign which will be discussed
here.

Howard Carter discovers Tutankhamun's tomb

Evidence from t he tomb indicates
Tutankhamun underwent a traditional royal
education which included the art of warfare,
hunting and charioteering. His tomb contained
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four hunting chariots; traditional light
Egyptian chariots with six-spoke wheels made
of bent wood and leather, all showings signs
of use. Other charioteering accessories include
a fly-whisk, three whip stocks, and a number
of gauntlets and gloves used primarily for
chariot riding. The gloves are formed of five
fingers and the gauntlets are formed of two
fingers with the thumb left free and were for
more ceremonial displays of skill. They were
discovered in the tomb in varying sizes,
including some small pairs used when he was
a young child undergoing his training. As part
of this military training, Tutankhamun was
also taught hunting skills which were
transferable to the battle field. These included
the use of sling shots, bows and arrows,
scimitar swords and throw sticks, some
examples being scaled down so they could be
manipulated by his young child-sized hands.
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fa t h e r A k h e n a te n a n d h i s c o - r u l e r
Smenkhkare. He was surrounded by advisors,
including his uncle and vizier Ay, the army
general and deputy king, Horemheb and the
treasurer Maya. Many scholars over the
decades since the discovery of his tomb have
stated that one or all of these advisors were
corrupt, using Tutankhamun to achieve their
own political agenda, although it is quite
possible that by the time Tutankhamun came
of age, at about fifteen years old, he voiced his
own opinions and kept his own counsel.
Whether his input was considered valuable or
a nuisance will never be known, although
prior to the CT scan in 2005, carried out by
Zahi Hawass and an international team, which
debunked all murder theories, his coming of
age was often considered a motive for his
murder.
In his early years as king, Tutankhamun
made a number of major changes in order to
retur n Egypt to t he glor y-daysof his
grandfather Amenhotep III. The first change
was to move the capital city away from Tell el
Amarna, back to the traditional capital cities
of Memphis and Thebes. This relocation of
the capital city was accompanied by the
beginnings of the restoration of the traditional
religion of Egypt and the beginning of a
campaign to destroy the monuments of
Akhenaten. The city of Tell el Amarna, was not
abandoned totally, but was no longer the royal
residence or religious centre. The revenue
from the Aten temples at Tell el Amarna was
diverted back to the numerous temples
Tutankhamun's bows and arrows - Were they
used in battle

Although these skills in hand-to-hand
combat were invaluable and an essential part
of royal military training he also acquired basic
survival skills as attested by the presence in
his tomb of a small fire drill probably used by
him to light fires in the desert whilst out
hunting. Although his servants were no doubt
responsible for maintaining the fire whilst on
excursion it seems very unlikely that the young
boy-king did not watch and learn this skill and
even tr y his hand at it. The funerar y
assemblage also contained a reed walking stick,
set into a golden handle inscribed with Åga
reed which his majesty cut with his own
handÅh, indicating that in his childhood years
he learnt how to manipulate wood and
a shar p tool, which would be
invaluable should he need to repair or
fashion make-shift weapons in battle
or out hunting. To master these skills
would have taken Tutankhamun a few
years, but by the time he came of age
at fourteen or fifteen he would have
been well prepared to fight on the
battle field as was required of him in
his role as king of Upper and Lower
Egypt.
It is well known t hat
Tutankhamun came to the throne at
only seven or eight years old, a mere
child thrown into the adult cut-throat
world of politics at the death of his
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throughout Egypt which were dedicated to the
traditional pantheon of gods. There can be
little doubt that this act was one he was advised
to take, as he was a small child who had only
known Tell el Amarna and the religion of the
Aten; the pantheon of gods would no doubt
have seemed strange and somewhat
blasphemous to him. However as a true king
of Upper and Lower Egypt he really had no
choice but to reinstate these gods and their
traditions.
Tutankhamun as Amun, Luxor

Another important act in the early years
was to re-establish t he inter national
relationships which had lapsed during the
reign of Akhenaten. His success in this is
supported by a number of artefacts within his
tomb which may have been diplomatic gifts,
including a Syrian red trimmed kilt, foreign
sandals and a pair of socks, as well as imported
jewellery probably from Mitanni. The reestablishment of Egypt’s power in the Near
East was one way of achieving this and in the
tomb of Tutankhamun’s army general,
Horemheb, a scene of great diplomatic value
s h ow s a g r o u p o f A s i a t i c s b e g g i n g
Tutankhamun for help after their encounter
with what may be the Hittite invasion of their
land. These Asiatics were possibly vassal rulers
for Egypt, and turned to the Egyptian king for
help. Whereas during the reign of Akheneten
any such pleas were ignored, as this image was
recorded for posterity in the tomb of the army
general, it can be assumed that Tutankhamun
responded favourably. However due to the
damage in the tomb what he did to aid the
Asiatics is unknown.

some important scenes from the talatat blocks
from Karnak and Luxor temples that indicate
Tutankhamun did in fact participate in at least
two military campaigns. These talatat blocks
were reused from the Akhenaten monuments
and both the original and the re-carved scenes
are visible. It is thought that these military
scenes originated from his mortuary temple
on the west bank at Thebes and were moved
when the temple was dismantled. The images
were thought to have originally flanked a
doorway with the Nubian battle on the
southern wing and the Asiatic battle on the
northern wing. The collected talatat blocks
record four episodes of these two battles, albeit
in a very fragmentary state; the battle, the
booty parade, offering to Amun, and the
victory parade. Although both battles had
similar scenes the Asiatic scenes have survived
marginally better in the archaeological record.

It would seem that Tutankhamun was
laying the ground-works to rule as a traditional
king, re-instating and following the traditional
religion, re-establishing Egyptian control over
lost Near Eastern territories and maintaining
international relationships. In order for
Tutankhamun to be a traditional king in every
sense of the word required him to defend the
boundaries; or in other words lead his army
into battle against the enemies of Egypt. Any
military endeavours of Tutankhamun are
often dismissed out of hand, simply because
he was young, and there are no irrefutable
records of major conflicts from this period of
history. However Dr. Raymond Johnson from
the Epigraphic Survey, Chicago discovered

If, as many people assume, Tutankhamun
did not lead the battle himself, his army
commander Horemheb led it, although the
evidence of his military training indicates
there is no reason why he could not lead his
army as was traditional. Unfortunately the
dates of battles have not survived which may
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be the key to this question; but if it was from
year six onwards the teenage Tutankhamun
was considered of a suitable age to front the
army.
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The Window of Appearances was an aspect of
his childhood at Amarna which was no doubt
associated with addressing the people within
his mind. He stood at this Window as piles of
booty were placed in front of him and the
prisoners, bound together, were marched
before him. This scene is supported by a
similar scene in the tomb of Horemheb which
shows Asiatic and Nubian prisoners paraded
in triumph before the king who is generally
accepted as being Tutankhamun.

Both of T utankhamun’s battles are
presented in a similar fashion, although the
Asiatic narrative is fuller, beginning with the
battle itself; a land battle between chariot corps.
The Egyptian chariots are easily identifiable
from the Asiatic vehicles, with the former
carrying two men, an archer or spear-bearer
and a shield bearer, and the Asiatic chariots
holding three, a driver, shield bearer and an
archer. The king is in the centre of the battle
riding his war-chariot, surrounded by elite
charioteers, with the rest of the Egyptian
chariot corps behind, followed by the infantry
all charging towards the enemy. The clash of
Egyptians and Asiatics is quite graphic,
showing the enemy falling from their chariots,
pierced with Egyptian arrows and spears, or
being dragged under the wheels of the
Egyptian chariots. One Asiatic charioteer has
fallen from his chariot becoming tangled in
his own reins, helplessly being dragged behind
the moving chariot; perhaps a snapshot of a
real episode from the battlefield. To prevent
further slaughter, the Asiatics fled to a walled
citadel, but were quickly pursued by the
Egyptian chariots. As the Asiatics barricaded
themselves inside, the Egyptians placed scaling
ladders against the walls killing many of those
inside in the process of climbing the walls.
Asiatic bodies can be seen falling from the
ramparts and woman and children have their
arms raised in mourning. The end of the battle
clearly shows the Egyptian victory, with a pile
of dead or near dead Asiatics, having their
hands cut off by the Egyptian soldiers as a
means of tallying the dead. These were later
threaded onto the Egyptians’ spears as
trophies.

The third event in the battle narrative is the
riverine victory procession back to Thebes.
This was an important part of any battle, and
consisted of rows of chariots and infantry
processing in full view of all the people of
Egypt. The Nubian soldiers are depicted
wearing the tasselled helmets of the Asiatics
defeated in the previous Asiatic battle, and the
soldiers from the Asiatic battle have their
spears threaded with enemy hands. The royal
barge in full sail with numerous rowers,
accompanied by four towboats led the riverine
procession, although the king does not appear
to be visible at the helm. A large cage is
depicted hanging from the royal barge, with
a Syrian prisoner within; a new innovation in
Egyptian art. This Syrian was clearly an
important prisoner, a chieftain, whose capture
reinforced the importance of Tutankhamun
putting fear into the hearts of all who
witnessed it, as well as reasserting the
importance of the king. The barge was
accompanied on both sides of the Nile by rows
of running infantry. Once this victory
procession arrived in Thebes the fourth scene
shows the booty and prisoners offered by
Tutankhamun to Amun at Karnak temple.
Amun, possibly accompanied by Mut and
Khonsu, is seated on a throne to receive the
offerings from Tutankhamun who is standing
on a raised dais.

The next scene on Tutankhamun’s talatat
show the presentation of booty from the battle
to the king. In both narratives (Nubian and
Asiatic) the booty included a number of bound
captives, as well as portable artefacts which
were paraded before the king, before being
piled at his feet. The procession was watched
by the king, who stood at a portable Window
of Appearances with his empty chariot just
behind him showing he had just dismounted.

As the scenes are very fragmentary, it is
possible there were further elaborations on
these battle narratives, but the scenes in
themselves indicate that Tutankhamun was
in fact a king in every sense of the word,
participating in battles as well as the more
mundane political changes. There are a
number of gaps within these narratives,
including the dates, as mentioned above, the
booty offered to the king, the place of war and
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the reason for the war. As there are no other
records of a large scale invasion or Egyptian
defensive at this time, it can be assumed that
these were small skirmishes perhaps as the
result of uprisings in the vassal states as was
normal in the early years of a new king and
these types of offensive were standard practice
for Egyptian kings. There are however other
pieces of circumstantial evidence to indicate
that Tutankhamun actually went to war, which
can be found in his tomb in the form of the
chariots (although there were no war chariots),
bows and arrows, throw-sticks, scimitars, slings
and a number of shields. Tutankhamun also
owned military furniture, including a folding
or travelling bed, which folded into a Z-shape
on copper hinges, and folding stools which
were transportable. He also owned a full set
of body armour, devised from Asiatic scale
armour which may have been a diplomatic
gift or it may have been in his possession for
a more practical use. However, whether these
military items were actually used on campaign
we will probably never know but ownership
could indicate that if not active in battle, then
he was at least prepared for it. He had been
trained as a professional king, skilled in
charioteering and hunting, raised on the
stories of the empire under Thutmosis III, and
his own grandfather Amenhotep III, whom he
associated himself with in many ways
including naming him as his father on the
Soleb lions and emulating him by being deified
within his own lifetime. Had Tutankhamun
lived longer he would no doubt have been a
true warrior king, maintaining foreign
relations and protecting the borders of Egypt.
History may have been different if the accident
which caused his death had not happened,
and the name of Tutankhamun may be
associated now with military prowess, and
empire rather than an untimely death and a
golden death-mask. All the seeds had been
sown for a military king, but he was sadly cut
down before he had a chance to bloom.
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and now teaches in the UK and r uns
correspondence courses in Egyptology and
Hieroglyphics
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A Record in Stone
Lithic Prehistory in Ancient Egypt
Jan Summers Duffy
Lit hics, defined as
"relating
to,
or
character istic of a
specified stage in the use
of stone by humans”,
describes the material
evidence of our human
prehistoric past. This
evidence of the past in
ancient Egypt has been
found
in
stone
construction of buildings,
incised (eng raved or
carved)
texts,
manufacturing of stone
tools and lithic artifacts,
all expertly crafted by
early man. The use of
lithics in prehistory is
called tool usage and the discovered lithics
substantiate “the archaeological record",
providing for humanity’s early technological
industry. The science of archaeology, the
scientific discovery and study of physical
remains left by humans is evident in no other
place more than ancient Egypt. The first
inhabitants in ancient Egypt used stone to
record everything about their world. Not only
a building legacy of it’s past, Egypt also used
stone to make the instruments themselves,
recording names, titles, history vignettes,

prayers, religious texts, triumphs in war, and
death. Nowhere is this more evident than in
ancient Egypt.
Stone has been the dominant material
throughout the ages. From crude, rough
simplistic stone implements and tools, to
accurately stylized projectile points, used as
tools and/or weapons, a simple slate tablet,
stele, or slate cosmetic palettes to the great
pyramids of Egypt, all substantiate the stone
record. A cr ucial factor necessar y to
understand its importance in prehistory is to
look at excavations in all parts of the world.
Development of stylized stone tools did not
necessarily coincide at the same time. Cultures
differed greatly in their development over
time. Some lithic development of tools and
objects was only a representation. An example
of this is the famous Narmer Palette. This
“story on stone” dates to about 3,200 BC and
is carved on both sides recounting the
unification of Upper and Lower Egypt. It is
similar in design to other cosmetic palettes of
ancient Egypt, but most likely ceremonial
rather than utilitarian. Discovered in the late
1800’s, and carved from a single piece of
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g reenish schist, the
hieroglyphics carved on
both sides of it are some
of the oldest known.
This ceremonial piece,
though in the shape of
a cosmetic palette, was
u s e d
f o r
communication of a
great event, rather than
its original shape use. It
resides in the Egyptian
Museum in Cairo.
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became smaller and
faster, requiring man
the hunter to develop
his stone tools in a
lighter, more practical
form. In comparison
with the Paleolithic age,
more stone tools
became tools of bone
and wood.
The Neolithic, or
New Stone Age, 8,0005,500 BC, saw plants
being cultivated,
animals domesticated
and the real beginnings
of civilization and
advancement in the
manufacture and use of
tools.

Throughout the ages,
many eras of lithic
development took
place. Beginning with
the Paleolithic period,
(the scientific name),
sometimes referred to
as the Old

In ancient Egypt, the
first evidence of lithic industry and/or tool
development predates the First Dynasty.
Respectively, cultures of Tarifian, (8,000-5,200
BC) , Nabta Playa, Fayum Neolithic, Merimde,
el Omari, Badarian, Maadi, Naqada I, II, III,
including early Dynastic Egypt cultures, (3,1002,686 BC), all exhibited examples of lithic
development into tools. The Naqada I, II & III
culture stone tools consist of finely worked
tools evidenced by projectile points with a
unique serrated fishtail design, flint blades
with color tips, elongated stylized blades &
pointed warrior mace heads. Though very few
pre-dynastic sites in ancient Egypt have been
excavated to date, one of the earliest Neolithic
settlements, located in the Nile Delta, is
"Merimda Beni Salama". Discovered in the
1920s, the site dates between 5,000-4,800 BC.
The earliest inhabitants hunted, fished and
cultivated the land, much in the way of all
ancient civilizations. Settlements were
composed of random placed reed hut shelters,
some subterranean. “Grain rubbers", or pestles
were excavated. These grain rubbers are
similar to the aboriginal Native American
Indian pestle (mano and metata). Mano being
Spanish for “hand” (tool) and metate, the larger
surface for grinding the corn.

Stone Age, (the common term name), refers
to the cultural period of the earliest chipped
stone tools, about 750,000 years ago, until the
beginning of the Mesolithic Period. During
this time, flaked instruments transitioned into
blade production and led the way for further
advances working with stone. Bladelets, stone
grinding implements,
hoe blades, flint axes, chipped and flaked
knives and later, limestone mace-heads
appeared. Bladelets were used in sickles and
hoes and a variety of other tools developed for
cultivation of land. Some of these food
industry tools look like the typical Native
American stone axes. Stone Age tools have
been found fashioned in materials such as
f lint, quartzite, jasper and chalcedony.
Consumers of the available stone material,
which they found everywhere, were used for
hunting, fishing, and butchering and everyday
use. Towards the end of this era, cave art
paintings came into existence and more
specialized tools were required, and bone and
antler were mostly used for incising and
engraving.
Mesolithic or the Middle Stone Age lasted
from 11,000-9,000 BC with apparently no major
technological changes. With climate conditions
changing, animals and humans were forced
to adapt to new environments. Animals

The Fayum is the first true Neolithic culture
in Egypt evidenced by abundant pottery, stone
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tools and bone implements. Later on, the
Tarifian culture, dating at 4,800 BC, and mostly
a hunting/gathering society, left a large
number of stone flint artifacts, all of local
material. Re-touched flakes, blades and
scrapers were found.
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The elegantly inscribed Pyramid funerary
texts that were found in Saqqara in the burial
chamber of the 5th Dynasty Pyramid of King
Unas (2,375-2,345 BC) are a testament in
themselves. These written walls are the oldest
religious text in the world. Unas erected his
pyramid at Saqqara, directly adjacent to the
great Step Pyramid complex of Djoser, but
decorated his chambers in a new way with
these texts. They are utterances, spells and
rituals taken from sacred knowledge, some
old and others new. The spells are written to
protect the dead king from snakes and insects,
and others speak of the food, drink and
clothing necessary in the afterlife.

Chalcolithic, or the Copper Stone Age
(5,500-3,000 B.C.) sees the discovery of metal
from trade between local and ot her
civilizations. Mesopotamia and Egypt by then,
had invented writing and reached a high level
of civilization. Up to the present time, man
has strived to record in stone the events of the
world and had successfully done just that in
monuments, buildings, steles and implements
of stone. However, now an era emerged where
metal replaced some lithic tools, though some
remained in use.

The Book of the Dead, also ancient funerary
text, though not in stone, were usually written
on papyrus scrolls and put into the tomb or
sarcophagus to serve the same purpose, to
allow the deceased to pass into the afterlife.

Egyptian graves of Abydos’ 1st Dynasty
rulers revealed plentiful flint stone tools, chert
handled knives, flakes and projectile points.

A record in stone story, however, cannot be
written without mentioning the discovery of
one of the greatest tools that helped modern
mankind link himself to the ancient world, to
communicate effectively and further record
his history. The Rosetta Stone, created in 196
BC, is a magnificent engraved stone tablet of
granite or basalt-like material in shades of
blue/gray/pink. Multi-lingual, three (3)
translations of a single passage are inscribed
on it, in Demotic, classical Greek and
Hieroglyphic script. This stone artifact was the
first useful tool for decipher ment of
hieroglyphic writing. The text of the Rosetta

The Badarian culture, of which many
beautiful stone tool artifacts are found, some
exhibited in the Egyptian wing of The
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City,
flourished between 4,400 and 4,000 BC. This
culture, named after the village it was located
in, is one of the earliest civilizations using
farming and agriculture in Upper Egypt. It
also has revealed an abundance of stone tools
and weapons. Excavations in the early 1920s
uncovered Badarian tombs containing flint
knives, bone tools, blades, axes, blade knife,
glazed beads, arrowheads, and pottery.
The great pyramids of Giza and the many
temples erected in ancient Egypt throughout
its civilization, attest to the grandeur and
mystery of the construction of these beautiful
structures in stone. Over 100 pyramids of
quarried limestone were built during the Old
and Middle Kingdoms of Egypt. Their
mysteries, including their construction, is still
being investigated and most likely always will.
The Abu Simbel temple structures, two
massive temples south of Aswan are a
magnificent testament to Pharaoh Ramses II
and Nefertari. Commemorating the Battle of
Kadesh, the structures were carved out of the
mountainside, but then relocated in the 1960s
to avoid being submerged by Lake Nasser.
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Stone is a decree from the Ptolemaic era
repealing taxes and building of statues in
temples. This is just another example of the
many monumental works of art fashioned in
stone, written or incised upon, carved or
sculpted in stone, that symbolized the
civilization of ancient Egypt.

D. Redford_s team, part of the Penn State
Graduate Study Program. Having excavated
in both Egypt and the USA, she is the
discoverer of a large obsidian funerary cache
in the USA that is currently researched with
connections to prehistoric peoples, called The
Warm Springs Site.

The Palermo Stone, a history book of sorts,
and no less important, was a written text of
the early kings of Egypt, along with
information prior to the dynastic era. It is
called Egypt’s oldest history book, a basalt
stele, inscribed on both sides. Now only
fragments remain. Smaller fragments are
currently in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo
and The Petrie Museum, London.

A member of the International Assoc. of
Egyptologists, Jan’s research includes New
Kingdom (18-20th Dynasties) lithics, stone tools
and vessels of the ancient Egyptians
She has published several papers on
projectile point typology, ceramics and
researches stone tools of Biban el Maluk.
Jan hopes to further her work and research
on stone tools and vessels in Egypt.

These are just a few of the achievements of
this lithic stone culture, inscribed texts on
stone, temples, buildings, pyramids, and useful
stone tools that survived from early the
Egyptian civilizations. From everyday chores
to wars, worship and death, Egypt’s history
has been recorded on stone.
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ULÎzUÅ t±u¥ vCI¥Ë ,…U´dK∞ t±UF© vDF¥ ÊUJ≠ ,ÁœuM® tM°« v∞≈ t° bN´
v∞≈ tKß¸√ ,UN∑OLM¢ œ«¸√Ë WßbIL∞« t∞uO± Áb∞«Ë nA∑Ø« UL∞Ë .UÎOKB±
ÕdH≠ ,ÃU≥uß WM¥bL° iO°_« d¥bK∞ Uº
Î Oz¸ ÊUØ Èc∞« ‰uπO° »_« t∞Uî
v≠ ÊQ® «– q∂I∑ºL° t∞ Q∂M¢Ë ,ÈuI∑∞« ÕË¸ s± tO≠ È√¸ UL∞ t∞Uî t°
rKF¢Ë ÊU∂≥d∞« jßË t∑∞uH© cM± ÁœuM® QA≤ «cJ≥Ë ,WO∫OºL∞« a¥¸U¢
ÂuB∞« vK´ UÎHØU´ UÎ ≤U±“ d¥b∞« v≠ dL∑ß«Ë ,qzUCH∞« s± dO∏J∞« rNM±
.Á¸UHß√ s± dO∏J∞« kH• v∑• ”bIL∞« »U∑J∞« Wß«¸œË …öB∞«Ë
,d¥b∞« WßUz¸ v≠ ÁœuM® f¥bI∞« tHKî ,‰uπO° »_« `OM¢ UL∞Ë
œ«e≠ ,WLOE´ WCN≤ ÁbN´ v≠ WM∂≥d∞« ‹bN®Ë .Â383 ÂU´ p∞– ÊUØË
WO´d≠ Èdî√ …d¥œ√ bO®Ë ,·ô¬ WFC° mK° v∑• «Îb§ ÊU∂≥d∞« œb´
rOEM¢ s´ ‰uμº± ·dA± v´d≠ d¥œ qJ∞ ÊUØË .vºOzd∞« d¥b∞« ¸«uπ°
vLº¥ ÊUØË vK´_« fOzdK∞ X≤UJ≠ WO•Ëd∞« …œUOI∞« U±√ ,tO≠ qLF∞«
b§u¥ ÃU≥uß »d¨ WIDML∞« v≠Ë )¡Ußƒd∞« fOz¸ È√( Y¥¸bML®¸_«
,ÁœuM® U∂≤_« d¥b° vLº¥ iO°_« d¥b∞«Ë ,2dL•_«Ë iO°_« Ê«d¥b∞«
Èœ«u° dONA∞« d¥b∞« V•UÅ( ÈuAO° U∂≤_« d¥b° vLº¥ dL•_« d¥b∞«Ë
.)ÊËdDM∞«
«u≤UØ s¥c∞« ,t≤U∂≥d∞ W±¸UÅ sO≤«uÆ ÁœuM® f¥bI∞« l{Ë bÆË
lOL§ rC¢ X≤UØ v∑∞« WO±uîU∂∞« …d¥œ_« ·öª° ◊U∂Æ_« s± rNKØ
b•u∑∞«Ë d¥b∞« qî«œ WØdA∞« ÂUE≤ sO° t¢d¥œ√ ÂUE≤ lL§ bÆË ,‹UOºMπ∞«
.t§¸Uî
UÎ¥uÆ ,t¢UE´ v≠ UÎ∫OB≠ ,Á«uI¢ v≠ UÎLOE´ ÁœuM® f¥bI∞« ÊUØ
t∂∫DÅ« dO∂J∞« f∞dOØ U°U∂∞« Ê√ v∑• ,v∫OºL∞« ÊUL¥ù« s´ t´U≠œ v≠
.¸uDº≤ W´b° i•b∞ Â431 ÂU´ fº≠√ lLπ± v∞≈ tF±
fº≠√ lLπ± v∞≈ tF± t∂∫B¥ Ê√ ”Ë¸uIº¥œ U°U∂∞« œ«¸√ UL∞Ë
,t° b∑®« bÆ ÊUØ ÷dL∞« Ê_ …u´b∞« WO∂K¢ lD∑º¥ r∞ Â451 ÂU´ v≤U∏∞«
U°√ ÊuJOß t≤_ UB¥Ë ÁcOLK∑∞ «u FLº¥ Ê√ r≥UÅË√Ë ÁœôË√ v´b∑ßU≠
dLF∞« s± mK° Ê√ bF° »d∞« b¥ v≠ …d≥UD∞« t•Ë¸ rKß√Ë ,ÁbF° s± rN∞
.U±ÎU´ 118
,dB± v≠ WOM£u∞« W°¸U∫± v≠ «dO∏Ø ÁœuM® f¥bI∞« b≥U§ bÆË
b{ ÈdBL∞« VFA∞« ¡UM°√ sO° WOM©u∞« WO±uI∞« ÕËd∞« W¥uI¢ vK´ qL´Ë
WGK∞« vK´ …bA° k≠U• ULØ ,XÆu∞« p∞– v≠ vI¥d¨_« ¸ULF∑ßô«
.W¥bOFB∞« WOD∂I∞« WGK∞U° t¢U°U∑Ø qØ X≤UJ≠ ,WOD∂I∞«
p∞ WO∫¢Ë ..ÁœuM® rOEF∞« f¥bI∞« UN¥√ …d≥UD∞« p•Ëd∞ UÎ±öß
.s¥b•u∑L∞« fOz¸ U¥
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K

lLπ≠ .r∞UF∞« «c≥ s± tKO•¸ »dI° ·d´Ë Á«uÆ ‹¸Uî v∑• ÷dL∞«
v≠ «Ëd∑H¥ ö≠ ,tF{Ë Èc∞« ÂUEM∞U° «uJºL∑¥ Ê√ r≥UÅË√Ë t∞u• Á¡UM°√
.ÁbF° s± WßUzd∞« v≠ tHKª¥ s± «Ë¸U∑ª¥ Ê√ rN∞Ë ,qLF∞« Ë√ …öB∞«
œUNπ∞U° tK≠U• U±ÎU´ sOºLîË WF∂ß s´ ”uO±uîU° f¥bI∞« `OM¢Ë
.VF∑∞«Ë
U¥ p∞ WO∫¢Ë ..”uO±uîU° f¥bI∞« UN¥√ …d≥UD∞« p•Ëd∞ UÎ±öß
.WØdA∞« »√
s¥b•u∑L∞« fOz¸ ÁœuM® f¥bI∞«
ÂU´ vK∂I∞« W§u∞U° rOLî√ WM¥b± »dÆ W¥dÆ v≠ f¥bI∞« «c≥ b∞Ë
dO∂Ø lODÆ t∞Ë UÎ´¸«e± Áu°√ ÊUØË ,sOOI¢ sOO∫Oº± s¥u°√ s± Â333
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."pO∞≈ v•Ë¸ q∂Æ√ vºH≤ VO∂• `OºL∞« Ÿuº¥ ÈbOß U¥" özUÆ X≠Uî
lLß ULK≠ ,ÁcOLK¢ ô≈ b•√ tF± WE∫K∞« Ác≥ v≠ sJ¥ r∞Ë .ÕËd∞« rKß√Ë
sOØU° ,…d¥œ√ WF°¸_« s± q∂π∞« ·«d©√ s± «uFL∑§« ,t∑•UO≤ d∂î …uî_«
bºπ∞« «uKL•Ë ,rNM± b•«Ë qJ∞ U°√ ÊUØ t≤_ ,r∑O∞U° r≥¸uF® q§√ s±
,tOK´ UFÎOL§ «uKÅË .t≤uK∂I¥Ë ,tM± ÊuØ¸U∂∑¥ t∞u• «uH∑∞«Ë ,WºOMJ∞« v∞≈
ÁuF{ËË ,WFO∂∞« ¸«uπ° v∑∞« …¸UGL∞« v∞≈ bºπ∞« «uKL• r£ ”«bI∞« «u±bÆË
.rOE´ Êe∫° rNO∞öÆ v∞≈ «u≠dB≤«Ë „UM≥
UN¥√ p∞ WO∫¢Ë ..”u¥¸UI± ÈËU°uD∞« UN¥√ …d≥UD∞« p•Ëd∞ U±Îöß
.ÕËd∞« f°ö∞« TCL∞« q§d∞«
WØdA∞« »√ ”uO±uîU° f¥bI∞«
WMß v∞«u• v≠ f¥bI∞« «c≥ b∞Ë
UMß√ …bK° »uM§ W∂O© WF©UI± v≠ Â290
t¢UO• vMß vCI≠ ,sOOM£Ë s¥u°√ s±
,…œU∂F∞« v≠ WOM£u∞« ”uID∞« Vº• v∞Ë_«
pKß v≠ ◊dª≤« s¥dAF∞« sß mK° UL∞Ë
v∑∞« „¸UFL∞« v≠ „d∑®«Ë ,W¥bMπ∞«
ÂU´ ”u≤ULOºJ±Ë sODMDºÆ sO° X∂A≤
q∑ÆË ‰Ë_« ¸UB∑≤U° XN∑≤« v∑∞«Ë Â310
l± ”uO±uîU° qÅË Ê√ Àb•Ë .v≤U∏∞«
,UMß√ WM¥b± v∞≈ œuMπ∞« s± tÆU≠¸ iF°
,WOD∂I∞« ÈdI∞« vK´ «Ëd± „UM≥Ë
«uCÆË r≥u±dØ√Ë ÊuO∫OºL∞« rNK∂I∑ßU≠
s± ”uO±uîU° VπF∑≠ ,rN¢UO§U• rN∞
qOI≠ ,rNM´ ‰QßË ,rN° W≠dF± o°Uß ÊËœ r≥u±dØ√ s¥c∞« ÂuI∞« ¡ôR≥
.rNKOπ≤≈ U¥UÅu∞ W´U© p∞– ÊuKFH¥ rN≤√Ë È¸UBM∞« rN≤√ t∞
,rNM©Ë v∞≈ «uF§¸Ë »d∫∞« ¡UN∑≤« bF° bMπ∞« Õ«dß oK©√ UL∞Ë
Àb•Ë .Â314 ÂU´ bLF¢Ë ,WO∫OºL∞« Wß«¸œ vK´ ”uO±uîU° nJ´
r∞UF∞« „d∑¥ Ê√ ¸dÆË ,UO≤b∞« …UO∫∞« v≠ ”uO±uîU° b≥“ Ê√ «c≥ bF°
vK´ gOF¥ ÊUØ Êu±ö° tLß« ¸uÆË aO® l± q°UI¢Ë ,W¥d∂∞« v∞≈ Ãdª¥Ë
nAI∑∞«Ë pºM∞« …UO• tLK´Ë t¥b¥ vK´ cLK∑∑≠ ,W¥dI∞« s± W∂¥dÆ W≠Uº±
,WM∂≥dK∞ Èc∞« ”bIL∞« rOJßô« tº∂∞« r£ ,ÂuB∞«Ë …öB∞« Wß¸UL±Ë

.‹«uMß l∂ß tF± YJ± bÆË
WN§«u± v≠ UMÆ »dÆ WFI° v∞≈ qÅË v∑• W¥d∂∞« v∞≈ qîœ p∞– bF°
Ê√ œ«¸√ ÊUJL∞« «c≥ v≠ ÊU±e∞« s± …b± bF°Ë ,)fO≤U∂¢( vLºÔ¢ …¸b≤œ
‹d£UJ¢ UL∞Ë ,nAI∑∞«Ë pºM∞« v∂¨«¸ qØ tO≠ lL∑π¥ «Îd¥œ bOAÔ¥
rN∞UL´√ rN∞ V¢¸Ë ,d¥b∞« qî«œ …UO∫∞« sO≤«uÆ rN∞ l{Ë ,r≥œ«b´√
s± d∏Ø√ qLF∞« v≠ b•√ vK´ qI∏¥ r∞Ë ,rN±«uÅ√Ë rN¢«uKÅ ‹UÆË√Ë
rNM±Ë ,W∂∑JL∞« …¸«œ≈Ë WîUºM∞« v≠ qL´ s± rNML≠ ,t¢UO≤UJ±≈Ë t∑ÆU©
v≠ dî¬Ë ¡UM∂∞« v≠ dî¬Ë …œ«b∫∞« v≠ dî¬Ë ,W´«¸e∞« v≠ qL´ s±
…UO• X≤UØ «cJ≥ ,ZOºM∞« v≠ dî¬Ë ÂUFD∞« vN© v≠ dî¬Ë e∂ªL∞«
.WO±uîU∂∞« …d¥œ_« v≠ WØdA∞«
YO• ,‹U∂≥«dK∞ UC¥√ qL´Ë ,ÊU∂≥dK∞ …dO∏Ø …d¥œ√ bOA∑° ÂUÆË
d¥œ qJ∞ ÊUØË .dB± bOFÅ v≠ È¸«cFK∞ d¥œ ‰Ë√ WºOz¸ t∑î√ X≤UØ
.ÂUF∞« fOzdK∞ UNKØ …d¥œ_« lCª¢Ë ,t∞ b´Uº±Ë fOz¸
…¡«dI∞« rKF¢ qF§Ë ,…d¥œ_« v≠ rOKF∑∞U° ”uO±uîU° f¥bI∞« r∑≥√Ë
v≠ Uß
Î Ë¸œ rE≤Ë ,d¥b∞« v≠ ‰uîb∞« ◊Ëd® s± UOÎßUß√ U©
Î d® W°U∑J∞«Ë
U Î¥ ¸ U ∂ § ≈ U ≥ ¸ u C • Ê U Ø Ë , W O ∫ O º L ∞ « » « œ ü « Ë , W ß b I L ∞ « V ∑ J ∞ « d O º H ¢
.d¥b∞« v∞≈ ÂULC≤ô« v≠ sO∂¨«d∞« …uî_« qØ vK´
v∞≈ rNLOºI∑° ÂUÆ ,WO±uîU∂∞« …d¥œ_« v≠ ÊU∂≥d∞« œb´ d∏Ø UL∞Ë
s±¸_«Ë ÊU≤uO∞«Ë ÊU¥dº∞« rNM± ÊUJ≠ ,WMOF± W±Ô√ rC¢ …dß√ qØË ,dß√
r≥UH∑∞« tMJL¥ rNºM§ s± rKFÔ± …dß√ qJ∞ ÊUØË .r≥dO¨Ë ‘U∂•_«Ë
.r≥œU®¸«Ë rNF±
”uO±uîU° f¥bI∞« qO•¸
¡U°u∞« «c≥ dA∑≤«Ë ,348 ÂU´ dB± ÷¸√ v≠ Êu´UD∞« dN™ U±bM´
”uO±uîU° ÊUØ ,rNM± dO∏J∞« bB∫¥ ÊUØË ,ÊU∂≥d∞« …d¥œ√ v∞≈ b∑±« v∑•
W¥uI¢Ë rNC¥dL∑° ÂuI¥Ë ÊUJ± qØ v≠ sO°UBL∞« ÁcO±ö¢ sO° qIM∑¥
s± tH∫¥ UL° Àd∑J± dO¨ r≥U¢u± s≠b° ÂuI¥ ÊUØË ,rNFOπA¢Ë rN≤UL¥≈
÷«d´Q° dFA¥ UC¥√ u≥ √b°Ë WMº∞« pK¢ nOÅ ¡U§ v∑• d©UªL∞«
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ÊUØ –≈ - ”uO≤uD≤√ »_« v∞≈ V≥–«Ë ÂuÆ√ tºH≤ v≠
lL∑§« ULK≠ - dB± v≠ bF° u≥Ë tM´ lLß bÆ
s°QØ Á¸UJ≠√ t∞ nAØË ÕdH° tK∂Æ ”uO≤uD≤√ f¥bI∞U°
dO∏Ø ÂöJ° tE´u° ”uO≤uD≤√ f¥bI∞« ÂUI≠ ,tO°_
YJL¥ Ê√ Á¸UI± VK© UL∞Ë ,ËbF∞« »Ëd• t∞ nAØË
qØ" t∞ ‰UÆË p∞c° t∞ `Lº¥ r∞ ,”uO≤uD≤√ »_« l±
bF°Ë ,"tO∞≈ »d∞« ÁU´œ Èc∞« l{uL∞« ÂeK¥ UM± b•«Ë
.t∑¥öÆ v∞≈ Á¸UI± l§¸ WKOKÆ ÂU¥√
,”u¥¸UI± f¥bI∞« ‰u• cO±ö∑∞« œb´ d£UJ¢Ë
ÊU°dI∞« ‰ËUM∑∞ v∞öI∞«Ë U¥d∑≤ v∞≈ Êu∂≥c¥ «u≤UØË
10 bF°Ë .YONO® v≠ WºOMØ rN∞ sJ¢ r∞ –≈ ”bIL∞«
”u¥¸UI± f¥bI∞« ÂUÆ ,v∞Ë_« …¸U¥e∞« s± ‹«uMß
…¸uAL∞« UNO≠ VKD¥ ”uO≤uD≤√ f¥bIK∞ WO≤U£ …¸U¥e°
t∞u• ‹d£UJ¢ v∑∞« …dO∏J∞« ”uHM∞« …œUOÆ ’uBª°
.YONO® v≠ rN∞ WºOMØ ¡UM° VK© p∞cØË
WMß v∞«u•( …dL∞« Ác≥ v≠ Ê√ a¥¸U∑∞« ‰uI¥Ë
)Á“UJ´( ÁUB´ ”uO≤uD≤√ f¥bI∞« vD´√ )Â353
dO°b∑∞« W≤U±√ tLKº¢ s´ «dO∂F¢ ”u¥¸UI± f¥bIK∞
.ÁbF° s± v≤U∂≥d∞«
vN∞ UL≤« t¢UO• v≠ UNFMÅ v∑∞« f¥bI∞« «c≥ ‹«eπF±Ë qzUC≠Ë
ÁœôË√ …œUNA° vH∑J≤ sJ∞Ë ,U≥œdº∞ UM≥ ‰UπL∞« lº¥ ô ,«Îb§ …dO∏Ø
U≤ÎUFL∞ d∏Ø√ ¸uM° WμOC± t∑¥öÆ ÊËd¥ «u≤UØ rN≤Q° «ËbN® s¥c∞« ÊU∂≥d∞«
tN§Ë ÊËd¥ «u≤UØ rN≤Q° «ËbN® ÊËdî¬Ë ,…dONE∞« XÆË fLA∞« ¸u≤ s±
.qOK∞« v≠ UμÎOC±
Ÿ«dÅ s´ nØ U±Ë ,U±ÎU´ sOFº∑∞« mK° v∑• ÂU¥_« v≠ Á¸UI± ÂbI¢Ë
.tF± Ÿ«dB∞« s´ sO©UOA∞« XHØ U±Ë sO©UOA∞«
tL∫∞ q∫≤«Ë ,sOMº∞« ‰u© s± Ábº§ nF{ UL∞Ë
‰«u© UNß¸UL¥ ÊUØ v∑∞« pºM∞« ‰UL´√Ë »UF¢_« s±
b•√ v≠Ë ,tHF{ …d∏Ø s± ÷¸_« vK´ bÆd¥ √b° ,t¢UO•
t∞ dN™ ,t¢¸UG± qî«œ ÷¸_« vK´ bÆ«¸ u≥Ë ÂU¥_«
qØË ,sOON∞≈ ‰ö§Ë bπ± ULNOK´Ë ÊUμOC± ÊUBª®
U±√" :ö
Î zUÆ tF± ULNM± b•«Ë rKJ¢Ë ,dîx∞ rº∑∂¥ ULNM±
U± t≤_ ,t¢œUFØ XJº≠ Á¸UI± U±√ ."?dîü« «c≥ ·dF¢
»√ ÂuîU° »_« t≤√" t∞ ‰UI≠ ,W´dº° b•√ »ËUπ¥ ÊUØ
bF° p≤Q≠ ,„u´bM∞ pO∞≈ »d∞« UMKß¸√ bÆË ,WØdA∞«
r£ ,"UMF± sJº∑∞ v¢Q¢Ë bºπ∞« «c≥ lKª∑ß ÂU¥√ WFº¢
ô ,dOB∫∞« vK´ UÎ •ËdD± Á¸UI± »_« q™Ë .tM´ U°U¨
U∂N∑K± ÊUØ t≤_ ,VFB∞« l§u∞« s± ÂuI¥ Ê√ lOD∑º¥
dN® s± s¥dAF∞«Ë l°Uº∞« ÂuO∞« v≠Ë .¸UM∞UØ vL∫∞U°
,¡«b∑°ô« s± tF± ÊUØ Èc∞« ,rO°Ë¸UA∞« t∞ dN™ ‹UN±d°
‰UF¢Ë Ÿdß«" t∞ ‰UÆË ,sOO≤U•Ëd∞« s± dO∏Ø lL§ tF±Ë
‹uB° Á¸UI± »_« ÕUB≠ ."p≤ËdE∑M¥ rNKØ ¡ôR≥ ÊS≠
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sO±u¥ …bL∞ tF± ¸Uß r£ ,t¥uIO∞ Á¸UIL∞ Èdî√ …d± rO°Ë¸UA∞« dN™
l{u± qØ v≠ tF± ¸Ëb¥ cî√Ë ÊËdDM∞« q∂§ v∞≈ t° v¢√ v∑• sOK±UØ
sJO∞ :rO°Ë¸UA∞« t°U§≈ ?sJº¥ s¥√ rO°Ë¸UA∞« Á¸UI± ‰Qß U±bM´Ë ,tO≠
sJßË .sOO≤U•Ëd∞« „œôË_Ë p∞ tKØ q∂π∞U≠ „b•Ë p¢œ«¸S° „UMJß
d¥œ ‰Ë√ «c≥ ÊUJ≠ ,v∞U∫∞« ”u±«d∂∞« d¥œ »dI° l{uL∞« v≠ ôË√ Á¸UI±
.jOIß_« v≠
‰UI≠ ,…dO∏Ø ¸UJ≠Q° U°¸U∫Ô± )343-340( sOMß Àö£ Á¸UI± YJ±Ë
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aOA∞« V≥«d∞« tI≠«ËË ,tK∞ «Îb∂F∑± «ÎœdHM± gOF¥ Ê√ b¥d¥ t≤√ Á¸UJ≠Q°
v∞«u• ,XÆu∞« p∞– cM±Ë ,"tK∞« s± v≥ p¢u´œ Ê√" :t∞ özUÆ «c≥ vK´
…öB∞« vK´ U∂Î™«u± W¥dI∞« s´ «bÎOF° W¥öÆ v≠ Á¸UI± œdH≤« ,Â330 WMß
tF{«u¢Ë WMº∫∞« t∞UL´√ t∑¥dÆ q≥√ È√¸ UL∞Ë ,‹«uMß 10 …bL∞ ÂuB∞«Ë
t ∑ ¥ ö Æ v ∞ ≈ « u ∂ ≥ – q F H ∞ U ° Ë , U Îº Æ Á u L ß d ¥ Ê √ r N M O ° U L O ≠ « ¸ Ë U A ¢ , d O ∏ J ∞ «
v≠ u≥Ë UÎºÆ rN∞ tLß¸ Èc∞« rNHIß√ v∞≈ t° «uC±Ë UÎ∂B¨ ÁËcî√Ë
.Â340 WMß ,sOF°¸_« sß
,Uº
Î Æ t∑±Uß¸ bF° WOßUÆ W°dπ¢ v∞≈ ”u¥¸UI± f¥bI∞« ÷dF¢ bÆË
,dB± n¥d° v∑¥öÆ v≠ UA
Î zU´ U°ÎU® XMØ UL∞" :özUÆ tºHM° u≥ vJ∫¥Ë
v≠Ë .v¢U§UO∑•« bº¥Ë Èb¥ qG® vM± cîQ¥ ¸U° q§¸ vK´ œœd∑¥ ÊUØ
XKL•Ë WODª∞« v≠ XDIß ÊUJL∞« p∞– v≠ ôÎu∑° Ê√ Àb• ÂU¥_« s± Âu¥
X∞UI≠ ,qFH∞« «c≥ UNF± qF≠ sL´ XKμÔß ,‹dN®√ ULK≠ .UNMD° v≠
,WFOC∞« v∞≈ l¥d± ¡«eN∑ßU° v≤Ëcî√Ë vK´ «u§dî U± ÊU´dßË !b•u∑L∞«
V≥«d∞« «c≥ Ê≈" :sOKzUÆ vM≤u°dC¥ r≥Ë vHKî ÊËdπ¥ ÊUO∂B∞« W´UL§Ë
UÎ°d{ v≤u°d{ «cJ≥Ë ."ÁËeî√ ,UN∫C≠Ë ‰u∑∂∞« UM∑M°« WH´ bº≠√
:rN∞ ‰UÆË ŒuOA∞« b•√ v≤¡U§ Ê√ v∞≈ ,‹uL∞« s± t∂∂º° X°dÆ ,UFÎ§u±
U ± √ . È Ë b § Ê Ë œ s J ∞ Ë , " ? U Î¥ e î « c ≥ t O H J ¥ U ± √ ? W ≤ U ≥ _ « Á c ≥ v ∑ ± v ∞ ≈ "
,t§u∞« È“Uî u≥Ë bOF° s± rNF∂∑¥ ÊUJ≠ ,vM±bª¥ ÊUØ Èc∞« ¸U∂∞« q§d∞«
XMØ Èc∞« b•u∑L∞« p∞– qF≠ «–U± dE≤«" :sOKzUÆ t° ÊuzeN∑º¥ «u≤UØË
rN≤√ sOKzUÆ v°d{ ÊuKÅ«u¥ «u≤UØË ,"qCH∞U° t∞ bNA¢Ë tM´ UM£b∫¢
WO°d¢Ë UN±UF©U° ÂUOI∞U° qHJ∑¥ s±UC° rNO¢Q¥ v∑• p∞– s´ «uHJ¥ s∞
v∑¥öÆ v∞≈ XOC±Ë .vMMLC≠ ,"tML{√" :v±œUª∞ aOA∞« ‰UI≠ .U≥b∞Ë
"v¢√d±«" ‡∞ UNML£ l≠œ√Ë UNF°" :özUÆ ÈbM´ X≤UØ v∑∞« qO°U≤e∞« tO∞≈ XF≠œË
"Á√d±« p∞ ‹¸UÅ bÆ U≥ ,Á¸UI± U¥ bØ" :özUÆ vºH≤ X∂©UîË "UN° qØQ∑∞
.UN±UF©U° ÂuÆ_ UN∞ VF¢√Ë «Î¸UN≤Ë ö
Î O∞ qG∑®« XMØË
U±Ë W°cF± v≥Ë …dO∏Ø UÎ±U¥√ X∏J± ,WOIA∞« …œôË XÆË ÊU• UL∞Ë
ÊUØ vM°UÅ√ U± qØ Ê√" :X∞UI≠ "?«c≥ U±" UN∞ «u∞UI≠ .bK¢ Ê√ X´UD∑ß«
,jÆ UμO® v° qF≠ U± t≤_ ,Δd° u≥Ë t∑LN¢«Ë b•u∑L∞« XLK™ v≤√ V∂º°
« Î¸ Ë d º ± v ∞ ≈ v ± œ U î ¡ U π ≠ . " « c ≥ v ° q F ≠ È c ∞ « u ≥ » U A ∞ « Ê ö ≠ s J ∞ Ë
Ê≈" WKzUÆ X≠d∑´« v∑• ,bK¢ Ê√ X´UD∑ß« U± WOIA∞« pK¢ Ê≈" ‰UÆË
v±UN¢« v≠ W°–UØ XMØ bÆË ,UÎIKD± d±_« «c≥ v≠ t∞ V≤– ô b•u∑L∞«
Ê√ ÊËb¥d¥ ,pO∞≈ ¸uC∫∞« vK´ Êu±“U´ rNKØ W¥dI∞« q≥√ r≥ U≥Ë ,t∞
ÂöJ∞« «c≥ U≤√ XFLß ULK≠ "Ê«dHG∞«Ë `HB∞« p≤u∞Qº¥Ë pO∞≈ «u°u∑¥
tK§_ Èc∞« V∂º∞« u≥ «c≥Ë .jOIß_« v∞≈ U°¸U≥ X´dß√ ,v±œUî s±
,W°dπ∑∞« Ác≥ bF° –≈ ,a¥¸U∑∞« tII∫¥ U± «c≥Ë ."ÊËdDM∞« q∂§ v∞≈ Xμ§
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dO∂J∞« ”u¥¸UI± f¥bI∞«
vKÅ_« t¥b∞«Ë s©u± v∞≈ W∂º≤ ÈdBL∞« ”u¥¸UI± UC¥√ v´b¥Ë
…œôË q∂Æ - WO≠uM± - dOA∂® W¥dÆ v∞≈ …dß_« X•e≤ bÆË ,nM± v≠
.‹«uMß 3 v∞«u∫° Á¸UI± qHD∞«
t±√Ë ,rO≥«d°≈ v´b¥Ë nM± rOKÆ√ v≠ WºOMØ vK´ UM≥UØ Áu°√ ÊUØ
dN™ ,sO∑Mº° dOA∂® v∞≈ ULN•Ëe≤ bF°Ë ,«ÎdÆU´ X≤UØË …¸Uß v´b¢
v≠Ë ,t∞ „¸U∂± s°« œöOL° ÁdA°Ë rO≥«d°≈ tO°_ U¥ƒ¸ v≠ tK∞« „ö±
p∞– ÊUØ ,Á¸UI± ÁU´œË qHD∞« «c≥ b∞Ë ,t∞ „öL∞« …¸UA° Vº• œUFOL∞«
.Â300 ÂU´ v≠
,sO∫∞UB∞« t¥u°√ b¥ vK´ tK∞« W≠Uª± v≠ uLM¥Ë v°d∑¥ qHD∞« ÊUØË
,÷¸_« W•ö≠ v≠ Áb´UºO∞ tO°√ l± V≥c¥ √b° Á¸UI± qHD∞« V® UL∞Ë
,…dO∏Ø „ö±√Ë ‰UL§Ë v®«u± rN∞ ¸UÅ v∑• «Î b§ rNÆ“¸ »d∞« lßËË
»UA∞U° t≤u∂IK¥ «u≤UJ≠ ,Á¸UI± »UA∞« vK´ dNE¢ tK∞« WLF≤ ‹√b°Ë
ÁuLß¸Ë rNHIß√ v∞≈ ÁËcî√ t∞ W¥dI∞« WMNØ V• ◊d≠ s±Ë ,rOJ∫∞«
ÁU§Ëe¥ Ê√ Á«u°« œ«¸√ ,ÁdL´ s± sO£ö∏∞« mK°Ë Á¸UI± d∂Ø UL∞Ë .UßUL®
ULN•U∫∞« X∫¢ sJ∞Ë ,Ã«Ëe∞« b¥d¥ ô ÊUJ≠ u≥ U±√ ,UÎM≥UØ ÁULßd¥Ë
v∑∞« …U∑H∞« l± oH¢«Ë ,tM± WO≤ ÊËb° rN∞ a{¸ ,W¥dI∞« WMNØ ÕU∫∞«Ë
…d∑≠ ‰u©√ …U∑H∞« s´ bF∑∂¥ vJ∞Ë .ULN∑O∞u∑° UEH∫¥ Ê√ t∞ U≥Ë¸U∑î«
ÊËdDM∞« Èœ«Ë v∞≈ tO°√ bM´ ÊuKLF¥ s¥c∞« sO∞ULπ∞« l± V≥c¥ ÊUØ WMJL±
.‰ULπ∞« Á¸UI± v´œ «cJ≥Ë ,„UM≥ s± ÊËdDM∞« VKπ∞
ULMO°Ë ÊËdDM∞« Èœ«Ë v∞≈ sO∞ULπ∞« l± t¢ö•¸ Èb•≈ v≠ Àb•Ë
…¸uÅ v≠ rO°Ë¸UA∞« t∞ dN™ Ê√ rzU≤ UC¥√ Á¸UI±Ë ,VF∑∞« s± ÂUO≤ qJ∞«
tKKJ± W≤«uDßô« Ác≥Ë l©Uº∞« ‚d∂∞UØ W≤«uDßU° U∫
Î A∑± v≤«¸u≤ ÊUº≤≈
,„œôË_Ë p∞ U£«dO± q∂π∞« «c≥ „UD´√ tK∞« Ê≈" :ö
Î zUÆ tLKØË d≥«uπ∞U°
Á¸UIL∞ UÎIO≠¸ rO°Ë¸UA∞« ¸UÅ ÂuO∞« p∞– s±Ë ."…öBK∞ tO≠ Êu¨dH∑¥
.t∑•UO≤ v∑•Ë t¢UO• ÂU¥√ ‰«u©
vL∫° WC¥d± ‰u∑∂∞« t¢U∑≠ Ê√ b§Ë ,t¢bK° v∞≈ Á¸UI± l§¸ U±bM´Ë
v∑• tK∞« s± W±ö´ Ác≥ X≤UØË ,…UO∫∞« XÆ¸U≠ qzöÆ ÂU¥√ bF°Ë …b¥b®
ÁU°√ Âbª¥ Á¸UI± q™Ë .t∂KÆ v≠ œ«¸√ ULØ …öB∞«Ë …œU∂FK∞ Á¸UI± ⁄dH∑¥
.UC¥√ t±√ X∫OM¢ dN®√ W∑º° U≥bF°Ë ,`OM¢ v∑• aOA∞«
r∞UF∞« t∞«e∑´«
„UM≥ ÊUØË ,tM´ UN£¸Ë v∑∞« t¢UJK∑L± qØ Ÿ“Ë ,Áb∞«Ë W•UO≤ bF°
t≠d´Ë Á¸UI± tO∞≈ V≥c≠ ,W¥dI∞« s´ «bÎOF° «œÎdHM± sJº¥ «bÎ•u∑± U∂Î≥«¸
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vM´√ »¸U¥" ‰uI¥Ë tK∞« v∞≈ ŒdB¥Ë ÷¸_« vK´ t¢«c° vIK¥ ÊUØË ,œU±¸Ë
,"vM´ vKª∑¢ ô »¸U¥ ,pO∞≈ ‹Qπ∑∞« v≤Q≠ »¸U¥ vML•¸« ,vHF{ uÆË
ÎU´UC¢«Ë Î«¡UO• …¡uKLL∞« …öB∞« Ác≥ «uFLß v∑± sO©UOA∞« ÊUØË
,rFM∑∞«Ë ‹«cK∞«Ë »dD∞«Ë uNK∞« ‹ô¬ qØ ÊUDOA∞« lL§ …d±Ë .tM± Êu°dN¥
«Î¸«bI± v∞ ÊuKFπ¢ nOØ ,rJM± UÎ∂π´" ‰uI¥Ë tOMO´ iLG¥ ÊUJ≠ u≥ U±√
X≤UJ≠ "vM´ «ËbF°« ,sOJºL∞« nOFC∞« U≤√ v©uIß vK´ Êu∞U∑∫¢Ë
.t´UC¢« …d∏Ø s± ‚d∑∫¢ sO©UOA∞«Ë ,»d∞« W≤uFL° tM´ jIº¢ ¸UJ≠_«
,UNKØ U≥dØc∞ UM≥ ‰UπL∞« UMFº¥ ô ,Î«b§ …dO∏Ø f¥bI∞« «c≥ qzUC≠Ë
:…d≥UD∞« t•Ë¸ WO≠UH®Ë Á«uI¢Ë t¢UO• s´ nAJ¢ …b•«u° vH∑J≤ sJ∞Ë
v∞≈ lKD¢ t≤√ ,q∂π∞« vK´ UÎº∞U§ ”uO≤uD≤√ ÊUØ ULMO° …d± Àb• bI≠
¡ULº∞« v∞≈ W∞uL∫± U¥d∑≤ V≥«¸ Êu±¬ „¸U∂L∞« ÕË¸ ¡«uN∞« v≠ È√d≠ ‚u≠
”uO≤uD≤√ tO≠ Èc∞« q∂π∞« v∞≈ U¥d∑≤ s± W≠UºL∞« X≤UØË .WJzöL∞« Èb¥S°
«cJ≥ q≥cM± t≤√ ”uO≤uD≤√ ¡UI≠¸ È√¸ UL∞Ë ,UÎ±u¥ dA´ W£ö£ dHß u∫≤
,…U≠u∞« Âu¥ «uKπº≠ ,«uÎ¢ ‹U± Êu±¬ Ê√ rNLK´Q≠ ,V∂º∞« «u≠dFO∞ Áu∞Qß
d∂ª° ”uO≤uD≤√ «uLKFO∞ UÎ±u¥ sO£ö£ bF° U¥d∑≤ s± …uî_« qÅË UL∞Ë
ÂuO∞« v≠ bÆ¸ Êu±¬ Ê√ «uLKF≠ ,”uO≤uD≤√ ¡UI≠¸ r≥u∞Qß ,W•UOM∞«
,‚u≠ v∞≈ t∞uL∫± t•Ë¸ ”uO≤uD≤√ aOA∞« UNO≠ È√¸ v∑∞« W´Uº∞«Ë
vK´ Àb• U± ‰U∫∞« v≠ rK´ t≤√Ë ,”uO≤uD≤√ fH≤ …¸UN© s± «u∂πF∑≠
!¡ULº∞« v∞≈ …b´UÅ ÕËd∞« È√¸ t≤√Ë U±Îu¥ dA´ W£ö£ dHß W≠Uº±
v≠ Êu±¬ f¥bI∞« ¸«“ ”uO≤uD≤√ f¥bI∞« Ê√ a¥¸U∑∞« UM∞ dØc¥Ë
…uî_« ÊQ° Êu±¬ vK´ ¸U®√ Èc∞« u≥Ë ,)◊u¥d± …dO∫° »uM§( U¥d∑≤
,…b•uK∞ sO∂∫L∞«Ë ,)WØd∑A± …UO•( U¥d∑M° ÊuO°uMOJ∞« v≠ ÊuAzUF∞«
.s¥b•u∑± «uAOFO∞ ‹U´Uß 3 dHß ¸«bI± UÎ°uM§ «Ë¸b∫M¥ Ê√ rNOK´
È√ ,v∞öI∞« WIDM± vºßR± b•√ ”uO≤uD≤√ f¥bI∞« d∂∑F¥ «cJ≥Ë
WAOFL∞« È√ ,ÊuO°uMOJ∞« ÂUE≤ v∞≈ W≠U{ùU° ,WK±UJ∞« …b•u∞« ÂUE≤
.WØd∑AL∞«
‹U´ULπ∞ «Îbz«¸Ë «ÎbzUÆ ,«Îb®d±Ë UÎ°√ ”uO≤uD≤√ f¥bI∞« ‘U´
,sOMß fLîË Wμ± dLF∞« s± mK° v∑• s¥b•u∑L∞«Ë „UºM∞« s± …dO∏Ø
« b • √ r K F Ô¥ ô Ê √ Á c O L K ¢ v Å Ë √ , r ∞ U F ∞ « « c ≥ s ± t ∞ U I ∑ ≤ « » d I ° r K ´ U L ∞ Ë
v≠ …d≥UD∞« t•Ë¸ rKß√Ë .”UM∞« t±dJ¥ ô vØ tM≠œ bF° Ábº§ ÊUJL°
.Â356 ÂU´ v≠ »d∞« b¥
p∞c∞ WO∫¢Ë ..”uO≤uD≤√ rOEF∞« UN¥√ …d≥UD∞« p•Ëd∞ UÎ±öß
.p∂KÆ v≠ sJß Èc∞« È¸UM∞« ÕËd∞«
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,ö¥u© Âb¢ r∞ WM¥bL∞« s± »dI∞U° …b•u∞« Ác≥ sJ∞Ë ,q¥uD∞« ÂuB∞«Ë
d∂F≠ ,Â285 ÂU´ v≠ p∞– ÊUØË ,¡«d∫B∞« qî«œ q¨u∑∞« vK´ rLB≠
WL¥bÆ WFKÆ v∞≈ qÅË v∑• «ÎdzUß q™Ë WOÆdA∞« ¡«d∫B∞« v∞≈ dNM∞«
vK´ «bL∑F± „UM≥ ‘UF≠ ,"Êü« ÊuLOL∞« d¥œ ÊUJ±" dO∂º° WIDM± v≠
.WDOº∂∞« ‹ôuØQL∞« iF°Ë `KL∞«Ë ·Uπ∞« e∂ª∞«
…bL∞« Ác≥ ‰öî v≠Ë ,bO∂º° v≠ WMß s¥dA´ ”uO≤uD≤√ dL∑ß«Ë
v∞öÆ v≠ ÊuAOF¥ ,…b•u∞«Ë pºM∞« v∂∫± s± dO∏Ø lL§ t∞u• lL∑§«
‹√b° «cJ≥Ë ,Â305 WMß p∞– ÊUØË ,«Îb®d±Ë U°√ rN∞ ¸UÅË ,…œdHM±
.vD∂Æ d¥œ ‰Ë√ dî¬ dO∂F∑° Ë√ WO≤U∂≥¸ W´UL§ ‰Ë√ s¥uJ¢ r∞UF± `C∑¢
rN≤√ È√ ,WØd∑A± …UO• 1ÊuO°uMOØ v≠ UÎF± ÊuAOF¥ ÊU∂≥d∞« ÊUØË
,”uO≤uD≤√ dO∂J∞« »_« œU®¸√Ë …œUOÆ X∫¢ …UO∫∞« ÂUE≤ v≠ ÊËb∫∑±
.lL§√ r∞UF∞« v≠Ë dB± v≠ WO≤uD≤_« WM∂≥d∞« ÂUE≤ QA≤ «cJ≥Ë
Ê√ vG∂M¥ WM∂≥d∞« V∞U© Ê√ ,”uO≤uD≤√ f¥bI∞« …œU´ s± ÊUØË
v∞≈ Ãdª¥ ,…œU∂F∞« v≠ qLØ «–≈ p∞– bF°Ë ,ÊuO°uMOØ v≠ ÎôË√ gOF¥
ÂUE≤ vºßR± b•√ ”uO≤uD≤√ f¥bI∞« d∂∑F¥ «cJ≥Ë WK±UJ∞« …b•u∞«
.…b•u∞« …UO•Ë WØd∑AL∞« …UO∫∞«
W¥d∂∞« v∞≈ qîb¥ Ê√ ”uO≤uD≤√ ¸dÆ ,WIDML∞« rN° XL•œ“« UL∞Ë
.Â312 ÂU´ v≠ p∞– ÊUØË ,WOKî«b∞«
sO©UOA∞« tO∞≈ dE≤ ,WOKî«b∞« W¥d∂∞« qîœ UL∞ t≤√ ,tM´ qOÆ bÆË
‹dº§ nOØ ,qIF∞«Ë dLF∞« v∂Å U¥" t∞ «u∞UÆË tOK´ «uFL∑§«Ë «uπ´e≤«Ë
ÊuLπN¥ «u≤UØË ,"„«uß UOÎ±œ¬ UMN≥ UM¥√¸ U± UM≤_ ,UMF{u± v∞≈ XKîœË
U≤√ vM± ÊËb¥d¢ «–U± :rN∞ ‰UI≠ u≥ U±√ ,UÎL∞R± UÎ°d{ t≤u°dC¥Ë tOK´
»«d¢ U≤√Ë vK´ rJKØ ÊuFL∑π¢ v∑• È¸bÆ u≥ U±Ë ,sOJºL∞« nOFC∞«
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ôu° f¥bI∞«
:s¥b•u∑L∞« ‰Ë√
v≠ f¥bI∞« «c≥ b∞Ë
WMß v∞«u• W¥¸bMJßù«
,WOM¨ …dß√ s± Â230
v´b¥ d∂Ø√ Œ√ t∞ ÊUØË
ULÎKF∑± ôu° ÊUØË ,”dD°
WOD∂I∞« sO∑GK∞« sI∑¥
U£¸Ë bÆ U≤UØË .WO≤U≤uO∞«Ë
,WKzU© …Ëd£ ULNO°√ s´
Ê√ d∂Ø_« Œ_« œ«¸Q≠
À«dOL∞« v∏K£ cîQ¥
–≈Ë ,YK∏∞« ôu∂∞ „d∑¥Ë
d±_« «cN° ôu° v{d¥ r∞
v∞≈ UÎF± U∂≥c¥ Ê√ «¸dÆ
ULNMO° rJ∫O∞ v{UI∞«
o¥dD∞« v≠ UL≥ ULO≠Ë
«b§Ë ,v{UI∞« v∞≈
”UM∞«Ë WLOE´ …“UM§
‰Qº≠ ,Êu•uM¥Ë ÊuJ∂¥
«u∞UI≠ ?ÊUº≤ù« «c≥ s±
vMG∞« q§d∞« Êö≠ t≤√ t∞
Ê√ UL≠ !t¢UJK∑L± qØ UØ¸U¢ UO≤b∞« s± t≤u§dª¥ r≥ U≥Ë ,WM¥bL∞« v≠
,qz«e∞« r∞UF∞« «c≥ WIOI• tºH≤ v≠ „¸œ√ v∑• ÂöJ∞« «c≥ ôu° lLß
«c≥ s± Áuî√ VπF∑≠ ,"vî√ U¥ UM° l§¸√" :t∞ ‰UÆË tOî√ v∞≈ XH∑∞«Ë
tOî√ s´ ôu° È¸«u¢ ,XO∂∞« v∞≈ ULN¢œu´ o¥d© v≠ UL≥ ULMO°Ë ,ÂöJ∞«
U≤Îe• tOK´ Êe∫≠ ,Ábπ¥ r∞Ë ÂU¥√ W£ö£ …bL∞ Áuî√ tM´ Y∫°Ë ,vH∑î√Ë
bI≠ ,dA´ WßœUº∞« “ËUπ∑¥ r∞ cμ∑ÆË ÁdL´ ÊUØ Èc∞« ,ôu° U±√ .«bÎ¥b®
,Áb®d¥ vJ∞ tK∞« v∞≈ ŸdC∑¥Ë vKB¥ ÂU¥√ W£ö£ UN° ÂUÆQ≠ ,…d∂I± b§Ë
¡«d∫B∞« v≠ «ÎbOF° tF± vC± UØö± t∞ tK∞« qß¸√ l°«d∞« ÂuO∞« v≠Ë
d¥œ l{u±( dL•_« d∫∂∞« vK´ W°dF∞« ‰U∂§ b•√ `Hß v∞≈ qÅË v∑•
…¸UG± b§ËË ,WKª≤ UN°dI°Ë ¡U± sO´ b§Ë „UM≥Ë )v∞U∫∞« ôu° U∂≤_«
vK´ tz«c¨ v≠ bL∑F¥ ôu° ÊUØË .t¢U≠Ë Âu¥ v∞≈ UNO≠ ‘U´ q∂π∞« v≠
.Ábº§ t° d∑º¥ nOK∞« s± U°Îu£ tºHM∞ lMÅË qOªM∞« …dπ®
,Â341 ÂU´ v∑• r∞UF∞« s´ UÎOHª± WIKDL∞« t¢b•Ë v≠ ôu° q™Ë
v≠ )q∂π∞« fH≤ v≠ sJº¥ ÊUØ Èc∞«( ”uO≤uD≤√ f¥bIK∞ sK´√Ô U±bM´
–≈ ,…dOî_« …¸U¥e∞« Á¸ËeO∞ b≥UπL∞« b•u∑L∞« «c≥ ÊUJ± s´ WON∞≈ U¥ƒ¸
Á¸u≤ sKF¥Ô Ê√ ÊËœ vD∂I∞« ‚öLF∞« «c≥ q•d¥ Ê√ WON∞ù« W¥UMF∞« QA¢ r∞
Wß«bÆ sKFO∞ WOD∂I∞« WºOMJ∞« s´ dOHºØ ”uO≤uD≤√ XKß¸Q≠ ,r∞UFK∞
!lL§√ r∞UFK∞ ÊUº≤ù« «c≥ ÈuI¢Ë
ôu° Õd≠ ULØ ,«ÎdO∏Ø t° Õd≠ ,ôu° …¸UG± ”uO≤uD≤√ mK° UL∞Ë
.)œUNπ∞« oO≠¸( dîü« Èd¥ Ê√ ‚U∑A¥ ULNM± qØ ÊUØ –≈ ,UC¥√ ”uO≤uD≤Q°
UNF{ËË …e∂î tL≠ v≠Ë ¡U§ bÆ »«dG° «–≈ UFÎ± ÊU£b∫∑¥ UL≥ ULMO°Ë
v≠ v∞ Ê_ ,tK∞« q§¸ p≤√ XLK´ Êü«" :ôu° ‰UI≠ ,!…¸UGL∞« »U° vK´
,…e∂î nBM° »«dG∞« v¢Q¥ Âu¥ qØ v≠Ë WMß sO≤UL£ s± d∏Ø« ÊUJL∞« «c≥
."p∞Ë v∞ WK±UØ …e∂ª° UMO¢Q¥ ÂuO∞« u≥ U≥Ë
ö™Ë ,Ÿu∂MO∞« ¡U± s± U°d®Ë ,öØQO∞ UºK§ r£ UÎF± UOKÅË U±UI≠
vKO•¸ XÆË Ê√ ”uO≤uD≤_ ôu° ‰UÆ r£ .dπH∞« lKD± v∑• tK∞« ÊU∫∂º¥
ŸdßQ≠ ,»«d∑∞« Èbº§ È¸«u¢ vJ∞ v∞ »d∞« pKß¸√ bÆË UJO®Ë ¸UÅ bÆ
:Èbº§ UN° sHJ∑∞ ”uOßUM£√ U°U∂∞« p∞ U≥UD´√ v∑∞« WKÔ∫∞« dC•√Ë
s±P≠ ,UN° rK´ nOØË „d¥dD∂∞« WK•
Ô s´ t±öØ s± ”uO≤uD≤√ VπF∑≠
ÂbI¢ r¨¸ ,t¢¸UG± v∞≈ «bzU´ ÁUDî v≠ Ÿdß√Ë ,…u∂M∞« ÕËd° rKJ∑¥ t≤√

,”uOßUM£√ U°U∂∞« WK•
Ô dC∫O∞ U±ÎU´ 90 dLF∞« s± mK° bÆ ÊUØ «–≈ ..tMß
ôu° ÕË¸Ë ¡ULº∞« v≠ «¸u≤ Èd¥ t° –≈ ôu° …¸UG± v∞≈ t¢œu´ o¥d© v≠Ë
qÅË UL∞Ë ,U∫
Î zU≤ UOÎØU° tN§Ë vK´ jIß ‰U∫∞« v≠Ë ,WJzöL∞« UNKL∫¢
t∂≤Uπ° tK∏± bπº≠ ,VOKB∞UØ ÊU∑©uº∂± Á«b¥Ë «bÎ§Uß Áb§Ë …¸UGL∞«
Ê√ rK´ ,bNM¢ ôË ‹uÅ t∞ lLº¥ r∞Ë XÆË vC± UL∞Ë ,v• t≤√ U≤U™
u≥Ë ”uOßUM£√ U°U∂∞« WK∫°Ô tMHØË bºπ∞« cîQ≠ ,jI≠ bºπ∞« u≥ «c≥
s¥bßQ° «–≈ ,tM≠b¥ nOØ dJH∑± u≥ ULMO°Ë ,dO±«eL∞«Ë `O°Uº∑∞« q¢d¥
l≠¸ tMJ∞Ë ,UL≥dEM± s± ÎôË√ ”uO≤uD≤√ ·Uª≠ ,…¸UGL∞« öîœ bÆ
v≠ …dH• Ê«bß_« dH•Ë ·uª∞« tM´ ‰«e≠ vKÅË ¡ULº∞« v∞≈ Á¸UJ≠√
v≠ ”uO≤uD≤√ tF{u≠ ,U≠dB≤«Ë ôu° f¥bI∞« bºπ∞ lº¢ ÷¸_«
Èc∞« nOK∞« »u£ tF± cî√ ·dBM¥ Ê√ q∂ÆË ,‰U±d∞U° ÁUD¨Ë …dH∫∞«
œUO´_« v≠ tº∂K¥ ÊUJ≠ ”uOßUM£√ U°U∂K∞ Á«b≥√Ë ,ôu° f¥bI∞« tº∂K¥ ÊUØ
.Èd∂J∞«
v∞«u• dLF∞« s± mK° –≈ ,U±U¥√ ÊUF∂® UªO® ôu° f¥bI∞« q•¸ «cJ≥
.sOMß dA´Ë WzUL∞«
.rOEF∞« pßUM∞« UN¥√ p∞ WO∫¢Ë ..ôu° U¥ …d≥UD∞« p•Ëd∞ U±Îöß
:dO∂J∞« ”uO≤uD≤√ f¥bI∞«
WMß v≠ ”uO≤uD≤√ f¥bI∞« b∞Ë
WE≠U∫L° ”ËdF∞« sLÆ …bK° v≠ Â251
ÊUO©√ «– UÎOM¨ Áb∞«Ë ÊUØË n¥uß vM°
Xî√ Èuß ”uO≤uD≤_ sJ¥ r∞Ë ,…dO∏Ø
t¥b∞«Ë …U≠Ë bF°Ë .tM± dGÅ√ …b•«Ë
dJH¥ ”uO≤uD≤√ cî√ ,dN®√ W∑ß v∞«u∫°
t¢«cK±Ë ÁUM¨ qJ° r∞UF∞« «c≥ ‰«Ë“ v≠
qJ° W¥b°_« …UO∫∞« Â«ËœË ,t¢«dº±Ë
t•Ë¸ XÆU∑®Q≠ ,UN•«d≠√Ë U≥œUπ±√
ÁdL´ ÊUØË ,tK∞ b∂F∑∞«Ë W∞eF∞« …UO∫∞
.U±ÎU´ 20 v∞«u• „«c≤√
qB≠ √dI¥ ”ULA∞« lLº≠ ,…öBK∞ t¢œUFØ WºOMJ∞« qîœ Âu¥ ‹«–Ë
`OºL∞« bOº∞« ‰Qß Èc∞« vMG∞« »UA∞« s´ t´u{u± ÊUØË ,qOπ≤ù«
ÊuJ¢ Ê√ ‹œ¸√ Ê≈" t∞ `OºL∞« œ¸ ÊUJ≠ ,W¥b°_« …UO∫∞« À¸_ qL´√ «–U±
¡ULº∞« v≠ eMØ p∞ ÊuJO≠ ¡«dIH∞« j´√Ë pØö±« l°Ë V≥–Q≠ Îö±UØ
.UÎBOBî t∞ t§u± ÂöJ∞« «c≥ Ê√ ”uO≤uD≤√ f•Q≠ ,"vMF∂¢« ‰UF¢Ë
UN£¸Ë v∑∞« t¢UJK∑L± qØ ŸU°Ë V≥– ,WºOMJ∞« s± t§Ëdî bF° ‰U∫K∞Ë
¡«dIH∞« vK´ UNML£ Ÿ“ËË v{«¸_« œu§√ s± Ê«b≠ 300 X≤UØË tO°√ s´
v∑• WM¥bL∞« Ã¸Uî oKD≤√Ë ,È¸«cFK∞ UÎ∑O° t∑î√ ŸœË√ r£ ,sO§U∑∫L∞«Ë
pºM∞« Â“ôË „UM≥ sJº≠ …dO∂Ø …eOL§ b§ËË ,dNM∞« T©U® v∞≈ qÅË
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v∑• UN° gOF≤ v∑∞« ,UNºß√Ë UNMO≤«uÆ WM∂≥dK∞ «uF{Ë s¥c∞« ,ÂUEF∞«
.«c≥ UM±u¥
cLK∑¢Ë v¢Q≠ ,W≤uJºL∞« ¸UDÆ√ rN¢dN® XGK° s¥c∞« ¡U°ü« ¡ôR≥
UNMO≤«uI° WM∂≥d∞« qI≤ s± rNM±Ë ,Èdî√ Ê«bK° s± ”U≤√ rN¥b¥√ vK´
.»dG∞« v≠ r≥œö° v∞≈ dB± s± UNLE≤Ë
.lL§√ r∞UF∞« v≠ WM∂≥d∞« bN± v≥ dB± Ê≈
…d• W°Uπ∑ß« UN≤uØ s´ b¥e¢ ô ,v∞Ë_« UN¢QA≤ v≠ WM∂≥d∞« Ê«
.ÊUº≤ù« VKÆ v≠ È¸UM∞« ”bI∞« ÕËd∞« qLF∞
«uF∂¢Ë ¡v® qØ «uØd¢ v∑• cO±ö∑∞« »uKÆ VN∞√ Èc∞« ÕËd∞« p∞–
v∞Ë_« WºOMJ∞« v≠ sOM±RL∞« »uKÆ VN∞√ Èc∞« tºH≤ u≥Ë ...`OºL∞«
tK∞« v≠ UÎ∂• rN¢œ«¸≈ i∫L° ¡«dI≠ «uAOFO∞ rN¢UJK∑L± «u´U° v∑•
...rNI∞Uî
UÎML£ r≥¡U±œ «uJHº≠ ,¡«bNA∞« »uKÆ VN∞√ Èc∞« tºH≤ u≥Ë
«Ëb≥“ v∑• v∫OºL∞« »U∂A∞« »uKÆ VN∞≈ Èc∞« tºH≤ u≥Ë ...rN≤UL¥ù
‰U∂π∞« «uMJßË È¸«d∂∞« v∞≈ «u§dîË r≥¡«¸Ë r∞UF∞« «uØd¢Ë ¡v® qØ v≠
,`OºL∞« pKL∞« v≠ rN∑∂∫± rE´ q§√ s± ÷¸_« ‚uI®Ë dzUGL∞«Ë
.qOπ≤ù« ‚bÅ vK´ …œUN® rN¢UO• X≤UJ≠
Vº• WÆœUB∞« WO∫OºL∞« …UO∫K∞ Ã–uL≤ v≥ WO≤U∂≥d∞« …UO∫∞« Ê≈
.U±ÎUL¢ qOπ≤ù«
ÂU¢ b≥“Ë ,W¥b°_« …UO∫∞U° o£«Ë ÊUL¥≈Ë ,tK∞ ‚œUÅ V• v≥ WM∂≥d∞«
.t¢«uN®Ë r∞UF∞« v≠
.qOπ≤ù« v≥ …b•«Ë WLKØ v≠ WM∂≥d∞«
:WºOMJ∞« ¡ULß v≠ rN±uπ≤ XFDß s¥c∞« WM∂≥d∞« ¡U°√ dO≥UA± s±Ë

Y

CM

MY

CY CMY

K

Èœ«u∞« «c≥ v≠ dI∑º∑∞ v∞öI∞«Ë U¥d∑≤ s± …¸b∫ML∞« WO≤U∂≥d∞« ‹UFLπ∑K∞
.”bIL∞«
WOÆdA∞« ¡«d∫B∞« v≠ Èdî√ ‹UFLπ¢ „UM≥ X≤UØ XÆu∞« fH≤ v≠Ë
.dO∂J∞« ”uO≤uD≤√ »_« …œUOI° dL•_« d∫∂∞« ‰U∂§ bM´
«cJ≥Ë .”uO±uîU° »_« …œUOI° dB± bOFÅ v≠ Èdî√ ‹U´UL§Ë
,dB± v≠ WM∂≥dK∞ UÎO∂≥– «ÎdB´ ÊUØ l°«d∞« ÊdI∞« Ê√ ‰uI≤ Ê√ lOD∑º≤
,·ô¬ …b´ ÊU∂≥d∞« œb´ mK∂≠ ,WK≥c± W´dº° WM∂≥d∞« tO≠ ‹dA∑≤«
WM∂≥d∞« ¡U°¬ tO≠ dN™Ë ,UÎ°d¨Ë UÎÆd®Ë UÎ°uM§Ë ôÎUL® dB± ÷¸√ «Ëú±
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dB± v≠ WOD∂I∞« WM∂≥d∞«
”uμOM¥d¥≈ »_«
”u¥¸UI± f¥bI∞« d¥œ

bF° UN∞ œ«b∑±UØË v°dG∞« »uMπ∞« WN§ s± U¥d∑M∞ WLîU∑± v≥Ë v∞öI∞«
Èœ«Ë( jOIßü« v≠ Èdî√ ‹U´UL§Ë .„UºM∞U° U¥d∑≤ XL•œ“« Ê√
«ÎeØd± jOIß_« ¸UÅ v∑• ,dO∂J∞« ”u¥¸UI± »_« …œUOI° )ÊËdDM∞«

l§d¥ a¥¸U¢ s´ Àb∫∑≤ UM≤S≠ ,dB± v≠ WM∂≥d∞« s´ Àb∫∑≤ U±bM´
v≠ QA≤ ,‰Ë_« v∫OºL∞« dBF∞« cML≠ .ÈœöOL∞« Y∞U∏∞« ÊdI∞« v∞≈
ÊuFO∂¥ «u•«d≠ ,tK∞« ‹uJK± ¸uN™ »dI° ÈuÆ ”Uº•≈ sOM±RL∞« jßË
r≥¸Ëb° qßd∞« ÂuI¥Ë ,`OºL∞« qßd∞ UN≤UL£√ ÊuLKº¥Ë rN¢UJK∑L±
,…uºJ∞«Ë ‹uI∞« s± WÅUª∞« rN¢U§UO∑•« Vº• rNOK´ UNF¥“u∑°
.ULN° sOH∑J±
ÊuM±RL∞« UNO≠ ÂbÆ ,WFz«¸ œUNA∑ß« ‹ôU• U≥bF° ‹dN™
,¸uEML∞« dO¨ ‹uJKL∞U° ÊUL¥û∞ WO• …œUN® ‹U´UL§Ë «œÎ«d≠√
d∂ÅË ÕdH° ,W´ËdL∞« ‹U°«cF∞« ·uMÅ v∑® UNO≠ «uKL∫¢
w∫OºL∞« ÊUL¥ù« …dπ® r≥ƒU±œ ‹Ëd≠ !rNO°cF± q≥–√ ‰UL∑•«Ë
.lL§√ r∞UF∞« w≠
pKL∞« bN´ v≠ œUNA∑ßô« ‹ôU• vN∑M¢ ‹œUØ U±Ë
WM∂≥d∞« ‹dN™ v∑• ,ÈœöOL∞« l°«d∞« ÊdI∞« qz«Ë√ v≠ sODMDºÆ
qJ° r∞UF∞« «uØd¢ Êu¥ËdÆ ”U≤√ ,v∞Ë_« WDOº∂∞« UN¢¸uÅ v≠
,‹UOM∑IL∞«Ë ‰UL∞« «uØd¢ ¡UÆbÅ_«Ë ¡U°dÆ_«Ë q≥_« «uØd¢ ,tO≠ U±
È¸U∫B∞« v∞≈ «u§dîË ,bºπ∞« l∑± qØË œôË_«Ë W§Ëe∞U° «u∫{
!tK∞« v≠ rN∂• «uF∂AOÔ∞
‹ôU• ÃËdî ,W¥«b∂∞« X≤UØ
ÈdI∞«Ë ÊbL∞« Ã¸Uî b∂F∑K∞ W¥œd≠
…UO• Êuß¸UL¥ ,”UM∞« s´ «bÎOF°
,b¥b® pº≤ v≠ …öB∞«Ë ÂuB∞«
`KL∞«Ë e∂ª∞« s± qOKI∞U° sOH∑J±
Ê√ ÊËœ sJ∞ ,‹«ËdCª∞« iF°Ë
ÂUE≤ Ë√ ’Uî ZNM± rN∞ ÊuJ¥
.rNFLπ¥ sOF±
‹√b° l°«d∞« ÊdI∞« W¥«b° l±Ë
X∫¢ UÎF± gOF¢ ‹U´UL§ dNE¢
WO•Ëd∞« rN¢UO∫∞ d°b± »√ …œUOÆ
‹U´UL§ s´ lLºM≠ .W¥bºπ∞«Ë
◊u¥d± »dÆ "U¥d∑≤" ¡«d∫Å v≠
»_« …œUOI° WO°dG∞« ¡«d∫B∞U°
WIDM± v≠ ‹U´UL§Ë ,Êu±¬
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